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HEWLETT-PACKARD IMAGE STUDY

I. INTRODUCTION

This report is the result of a study conducted by INPUT for McCann-Erickson.

A. Objectives

The specific objectives of the study, as presented in the study proposal, Appendix A, were to

develop a profile of HP's image in the market place, and identify HP's key competitors in the

information technology and services market.

B. Methodology

Several sources of information were utilized to develop the conclusions reached in this report.

They include:

• Data drawn from INPUT'S existing database of information on HP and its competitors.

• Interviews conducted with INPUT'S consultants and analysts. (The interview guide is

contained in Appendix B.)

• Telephone interviews were conducted with key industry leaders.

A total of nine INPUT consultants were interviewed and five telephone surveys were completed.

The focus ofboth sets of interviews was to obtain the respondents' opinions on HP's image as a

whole, as well as their views on HP's individual lines of business. Emphasis was placed on those

aspects of HP's business targeted at the information technology and services markets; namely the

Computer Products and Computer Systems Divisions. Conclusions and recommendations were
developed utilizing both the field interviews and the information obtained from INPUT'S
syndicated research studies.

C. Organization of the Report

• Chapter II - Executive Summary summarizes the overall conclusions drawn from the study.

• Chapter III - Business Line Analysis looks in greater deal at HP's major lines of business in

terms of image and competition.

• Chapter IV - Vertical Markets presents INPUT'S analysis of where HP stands with regard to

specific market niches by industry or product/service line.

• Chapter V - Conclusions and Recommendations presents a summarizes key conclusions and

gives input's recommendations for further study.
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II. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A. Background

HP moved into the number three ranking of computer companies in 1991; surpassing UNISYS
and following IBM and Digital Equipment Corporation which hold the number one and number
two positions. Of the total reported revenues of $14.5 billion in revenues in 1991, INPUT
estimates that approximate $10.7 billion were the result of HP's participation in the information
technology and services markets. The remainder were generated through it's components and
instrumentation divisions.

Volume shipment of the HP LaserJet III, estimated to command 75% share of its market
according to Computer Intelligence, along with significant announcements in price performance
on its workstations, and significant growth in its multi-user UNIX business all led to a solid year
in a weak worldwide economic environment. Product introductions such as the HP 9000 series

700 workstation, the HP 95 Palmtop computer and the HP DeskJet 500C printer gave HP a new
presence in product markets where new offerings are critical to maintaining market share.

In general, HP showed good performance in 1991, doing well at what it's been doing well for a

considerable period of time.

B. HP's Overall Image

Even though the sample was small, the analysis of the surveys produced some significant results in

terms of HP's overall image.

• Respondents overwhelmingly see HP as a hardware products company. On a scale of 1 to 5,

with five being the highest, the hardware categorization was rated 4.9. On the other end of
the scale respondents rated HP 2.3 in terms of being a solution provider (providing an

integrated solution to meet customers applications or processing requirements.).

• Furthermore, HP enjoys an image of being a quality firm producing quality products. The
average response on the 1 - 5 scale rated HP 4.6 on quality.

• Of the product and service categories tested the HP LaserJet printer received at rating of 4.6.

(A discussion of market images for other major HP offerings is contained in Chapter III.)

Analysis ofthe field data would indicate that in general HP is perceived as a holding company
with various divisions pursuing individual product strategies, exploiting a strong base central

R&D function. Little is done by the divisions or executive management to take advantage of the
potential synergy between product offerings, or to provide a broader base of solutions integrating

third party software coupled with professional services. The exception to this position is in the

area of manufacturing and factory floor automation where HP's offerings have an excellent

reputation and in some instances are considered the best available.
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Several respondents commented that the single integrating factor for HP may be quality. But,
the majority feeling was that HP did little to leverage its excellent reputation for quality in terms
of its advertising or promotion. In fact, using the 1-5 scale HP's corporate advertising was
ranked a mediocre 3.0, and a 3. 1 at the divisional or product level. Five of the respondents

couldn't recall anything specific about HP's corporate promotional strategy.

C. Competitive Positioning

As indicated in the Executive Summary the dominant perception ofHP is as a hardware
manufacturer. Exhibit II-l shows how respondents rated HP across 5 classes of information
technology and services companies. Ifwe eliminate the Instrument Manufacturing category from
the ratings, it becomes quite clear that HP is perceived primarily as a hardware manufacturer.

From a competitive viewpoint this places them up against IBM, Digital, Unisys, Amdahl, Hitachi,

Fujitsu, Machines Bull and ICL at the high end of their product line; and head-to-head with a host

of companies competing in the workstation, peripheral and PC markets. This section will present

input's views on how HP compares to those firms which participate in multiple markets against

HP Chapter III - Business Line Analysis will focus on how it compares with its competition on
key specific product offerings.

Exhibit 11-1

PERCEIVED COMPANY IMAGE CLASS

Image Rating (1-5), 5 High

1 Dieital Equipment Corporation (DEC)

Just one rank ahead ofHP in terms of revenues of U.S. computer manufacturers, DEC is

undergoing (not without significant pain) a major restructuring of its position in the market. Until

the late 1 980's DEC'S could be characterized primarily as a high quality systems manufacturer

with a complete line of integrated products appealing primarily to businesses focused on

engineering and manufacturing. To a large degree, not unlike HP's image today.
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Through a network of value added resellers and partners providing applications software, DEC
achieved significant penetration into industries beyond manufacturing and engineering during late

1980's and has made a conscious decision to focus on services and solution selling for the 1990's.

It has a full line of products and excellent network offerings; and is embracing a strategy of open
systems (comparable to HP's) which allows it to position itself head-to head against companies
like IBM, Andersen and others in offering fully integrated solutions to end-users.

DEC has built an Enterprise Services division with capabilities in applications development,

systems integration and systems operations to integrate its (and other company's) hardware
offerings into solution packages and has grown revenues in this area from $140 million in 1988 to

over $ 600 million in 1991 . It offers pricing which is more attractive than HP's and presumably
makes up the difference in margin by the value-added provided through its services and
integration strategy.

2. IBM Corporation

Not unlike DEC, IBM has gone through consider adjustments to the market in recent years.

Current trends to downsizing, open systems, and solution buying coupled with decreasing margins
on large proprietary mainframes have forced IBM into a "get with it" strategy. This means
solution selling, vertical industry focus and a willingness to deal with heterogeneous computer
environments. IBM now treats consulting, outsourcing, systems integration and professional

services as separate lines of business. Given the large potential of the market for integrated

solutions, IBM should get a lion's share; and their revenues in these areas are growing rapidly.

However, it will take some time before IBM can evolve the culture and processes necessary to get

the herd of elephants to act like a pack of wolves in terms of attacking specific market

opportunities.

The common ground with HP is really in mid-range systems, workstations and PCs. This pits

HP's product line up against IBM's AS/400 mid-range (a jewel that IBM doesn't seem to get

maximum leverage out of), the RISC6000 and IBM's line of personal computers. INPUT'S views

how HP stacks up in this area will be presented in Chapter III - Business Line Analysis; but in

summary IBM wins in most markets with the AS/400 and probably has an inferior image in the

other two, at least for the moment. Both are considered more expensive than DEC.

3. Other Competitors

UNISYS, NCR, and a number of foreign competitors participate in HP's mini, workstation and
PC markets. Most of the competition is on a niche basis. Clearly HP's overall recognition in the

market is superior to most of these competitors. Yet, each has some specific niches where they

have particular market dominance on the basis of their technology or industry knowledge. Some
specific areas worthy of note and relevant to HP's market position are as follows:

• UNISYS has a strong presence in financial markets and is making a good reputation in image

processing in a variety of industries.
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• NCR should not be underestimated. It's somewhat cantankerous marriage with AT&T
provides a wealth ofR&D which could potentially leverage NCR's position in the market as a
technology innovator.

• Tandem has some unique niches with regard to non-stop computing that HP does not appear
to be able to challenge. It also supports an industry oriented focus which is the preferred way
to market for solution selling.

• Sun Microsystems still leads the way in workstations at the moment, although new pricing

strategies and product announcements place HP in a potential leadership position.

D. Summary

HP's overall image is one of a quality manufacturer of information technology products; a very

large niche company. Probably unknown in consumer markets with the exception of its calculator

and laser printer offerings, HP in a way is the "grande dame" of Silicon Valley firms. By some
accounts the founder of the Valley, HP remains conservative and somewhat provincial as a

corporation, despite a worldwide presence. Many of its innovative concepts have been left for its

offspring or Valley upstarts to develop.

Despite different strategies across different world geographies and product divisions, HP's single

unifying element seems to be quality. Based on the limited sample taken in this study, HP has

done little in terms of promoting that attribute as a unifying element in the promotion of its image.

Although there appears to be some evidence in the press that HP is setting up a Systems
Integration fonction, HP has not elected to adopt an overall strategy of selling integrated solutions

directly to end-users, an approach being adopted by all its major competitors. INPUT believes

that embracing such a strategy will be key to the survival of hardware manufacturers in the 1990's.

Unless HP looks to that approach, it's likely that it will find itself (if not already) a second tier

vendor.

III. BUSINESS LINE ANALYSIS

As part of input's survey respondents were asked to give their opinions ofhow HP is perceived

with regard to a specific set of product and service offerings (lines of business). Interviewees

were also asked to list HP's major competitors in each line of business and offer any comments
they might have regarding HP's competitive position. The product service areas covered were:

• Mini Computers

• Peripherals

• Workstations

• Personal Computers

• Personal Printers

• Software Products

• Field Service
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Section A, below, analyzes respondents views on HP's image with regard to each line of business.

Section B analyzes the competitive environment for each line.

A. Perceptions of HP's Offerings

Exhibit III - 1 shows the average of the survey responses to the question, "How do you believe

the industry rates HP against its competitors for each line of business?". A scale of 1 to 5 was
used with one representing an "inferior" position and 5 a "superior" position. The responses have
been ranked from high to low and are discussed in that order.

Exhibit III - I

PERCEPTION OF HP PRODUCTS/SERVICES

Product/Service Rating (1-5), 5 High

• Personal Printers - Clearly HP's strong point, the rating of 4.3 is significant even in this small

sample. The flagship offering, the HP LaserJet series, is the uncontested runaway for most
personal, desktop and local area network (LAN) applications. Now equipped with the ability

to use the Postscript language, HP's printers go head-to head with the Apple LaserWriter as

well. Virtually, every major writer ofPC software has made HP the priority printing engine in

terms providing software drivers to insure that their products can utilize the printer. The
explosion of Microsoft's Windows environment along with other graphical user interfaces

guarantees growing demand for increasingly sophisticated printers at all price levels.

Further developments using ink-jet technology as well as color printers at reasonable prices

will continue to give HP a strong position with an entire family of printing options. This line

of offerings coupled with HP's emerging strength in scanners for personal and commercial use

places HP in an enviable position. However, without a strategy which packages this

technology with others, HP could become a victim of the clone makers, just as IBM's market

share leadership in PCs was eroded.
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• Field Service - HP has long enjoyed a good reputation for providing high quality field service

(hardware maintenance and support) for it computers, peripherals and other "in field"

technology. This reputation is worldwide and HP has invested heavily in applying new
technologies and innovative concepts to delivery of this service to remain cost competitive

and state of the art. Diagnosis and support are delivered through a worldwide integrated

network providing 24 hour-a-day access to on-line analysis tools and databases.

It should be noted that this is one are where HP has taken a "total solutions" approach,

expanding services to deal with facilities management of entire user networks, including non-
HP hardware and key software packages. As in some other lines of business, respondents felt

that HP did little to proactively promote this extensive capability.

The downside in this area of HP's business, is that field service is increasingly competitive. As
field installed hardware becomes increasingly self-diagnostic, offerings will need to become
increasingly sophisticated (read value-added) to maintain growing revenue streams and

healthy margins.

• Peripherals, Mini Computers, Workstations - Respondents ranked HP above average but not

superior in these three categories. In general, HP is well thought of in all three areas, but

there plenty of competitors knocking at the door. And, with new product innovation

continually producing more cost competitive offerings, HP like other hardware manufacturers

will need to continue to make heavy investments in product development just to hold on to

market share. Furthermore, with the possible exception of workstations, and one or two
vertical markets, HP is perceived as an OEM (Other Equipment Manufacturer), i.e. providing

one or more components to a total solution being sold by a turnkey systems, systems

integrator or other value added reseller. This places a good deal of their potential market in

the hands of third parties.

HP's quality and reputation for technology will probably permit it to hold its own in all these

areas. The bright spot is probably workstations, where the acquisition of Apollo coupled with

HP's R&D can keep them leading edge in a rapidly growing market.

• Software Products - Respondents certainly don't rate HP high (2.9) as an industry leader in

software products, even though HP has its high points in this area. The development of

specialized software for manufacturing and healthcare, and systems software such as New
Wave (object oriented interface) and UNIX implementations for open systems all have

demonstrated HP's capabilities with software. However, consistent with HP's overall

hardware product line orientation, nothing has been done to pull this capability together in a

way that the industry perceives HP to be in the software business.

Recently, HP has taken a more aggressive position in software. Lobbying to make its

developments in UNIX, along with products like New Wave, industry standards could yield

additional revenues from the sale and licensing of software, but provide value added to its

hardware products through improved functionality.
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• Personal Computers - It's INPUT'S position, and survey respondents seem to agree (rating

2.5), that HP has missed the window of opportunity to compete in this market as a major
commodity player. There is nothing unique about their offering, and it's hard to believe that

they can remain price competitive in a market where margins are constantly decreasing. The
real hope for HP in this area would be a bundling of their PC offering as part of a total

solution package. Two respondents commented that had selected HP for their personal

computer standard only because of HP's ability to provide high quality service and parts on a

worldwide basis.

Overall, respondents to the survey felt that the industry viewed the majority of HP's product and
service offerings with respect; the obvious leadership position being in the desktop printing area.

B. Competitive Position for Individual Product Lines

Exhibit III - 2 summarizes respondents thoughts on competitors who are better perceived in HP's
primary business lines. (No responses were received regarding competition infield services or

peripherals. See Note below.) The field labeled Competitor/Count gives the name of the
competitor that was cited as superior and the number of mentions. The Comments field gives the

primary reason(s) why the competitor was cited.

Exhibit III - 2

HP's COMPETITIVE POSITIONING BY BUSINESS LINE

Business Line Competitor/Count Comments
Personal Printers Texas Inst. 2 - Better price performance

Apple 2 - Superior handling of Postscript

Mini Computers DEC 8 - Full offering, solution oriented

IBM 6 - AS/400, applications software

Tandem 2 - Fault tolerance

Other 2 - Plug compatible - better price

Workstations Sun 9 - Technology, software

Software Products Microsoft 6 - PC operating systems/apps.

Oracle/Ingress 4 - Database/SQL Offerings

Various 3 - Applications software

Personal Computers Clone 10 - High quality clones (Dell)/price

COMPAQ 7 - Full product line

IBM 5 - Installed base

Apple 3 - Unique interface

Note: Since field service is a proprietary business dependent on the hardware supported,

identification of specific leaders would be out of context for purposes of this survey. In the case

of peripherals, the audience sampled largely felt they were unqualified to comment on who might

be superior, or indicated that they could only answer for specific classes of peripherals. That level

of depth was beyond the scope of this study.
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INPUT interprets the results presented in Exhibit III - 2 as follows.

• As reinforced by the earlier findings, HP enjoys an unparalleled position in the desktop printer

market. The competitors listed with potentially superior offerings were either clones or

unique products such as Apple's LaserWriter tailored for Postscript.

• In the mini-computer area the dominant competitors are clearly DEC and IBM. The reasons

cited play largely to the notion that both vendors provided a richer set of offerings with more
off-the-shelf software in most application areas and available service capabilities to provide

total solutions.

• Workstations are harder to call. The only competitor listed as potentially superior was Sun.

A number of respondents indicated that that superiority may only be transitory.

• Results in the PC and software area reflect INPUT'S earlier assertion that HP is essentially a

minor player. In general, respondents felt that you could get more for your money and

perhaps a richer set of options on the PC side of the equation by dealing with traditional large

vendors like COMPAQ and IBM or by going with high class clones such as Dell.

Responses regarding software cited some specific areas where HP had produced unique either

application or operating system oriented products, but indicated that by an large respondents

don't consider HP to have more than a handful of specialized offerings at the moment.

IV. VERTICAL/CROSS-INDUSTRY MARKETS

Interview responses regarding either vertical industry or cross-industry markets were fairly

consistent. In the cross-industry area HP is perceived to have a strong industry position in

Science/Engineering and Desktop Automation. Process Manufacturing, Discrete Manufacturing,

Healthcare and to some degree Financial Services are the vertical industries where HP seems to

have a niche. Exhibit IV - 1 summarizes HP's position in cross-industry markets.

Exhibit IV - 1

HP's POSITION IN CROSS-INDUSTRY MARKETS

Market Product Description

Science/Engineering Workstations

PCs
Mini Computers

CAD/CAM

Out of HP's heritage in scientific

computing. Leverages HP's recent move to

UNIX and other open environments. Some
proprietary software developed by HP.

Desktop Automation PCs

LaserJet

Scanners

Desktop publishing, office automation and

networking capability. May leverage HP's

field service and support packaged as

Desktop Services.
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Exhibit IV - 2 summarizes HP's position in key vertical industry markets.

Exhibit IV - 2

HP's POSITION IN VERTICAL INDUSTRY MARKETS

Market Product Description

Process

Manufacturing

Workstations

PCs

Mini Computers

Instrumentation

HP's long history of process monitoring and

control instrumentation combined with

LAN capabilities provides a good

opportunity for value add in this industry.

Discrete

Manufacturing

PCs

Mini Computers

Software

Instrumentation

HP already has an established record in

shop floor automation and control as well

as some unique software. This industry

continues to provide opportunities for HP
solutions.

Healthcare PCs

Mini Computers

Instrumentation

HP participates heavily in the healthcare

instrumentation market and currently

provides solutions for the healthcare

industry.

Both vertical and cross-industry environments are where HP currently provides solution rather

than product oriented offerings. These may have great potential for further expansion.

V. CONCLUSIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Conclusions

• HP's industry image is already positive. However, the firm has no well defined single image in

the market other than a manufacturer of high quality information technology products and

instruments.

• There are some areas where HP has a strong position in particular vertical industry or cross-

industry markets. INPUT believes that to sustain market growth in an environment where
computer hardware is increasingly becoming a commodity, these markets need to be leveraged

and new ones developed.

• From a competitive viewpoint HP is way ahead with regard to its desktop printer offerings.

Other products examined with this small study seem to rank above average, but are not unique

enough as individual offerings to be perceived as highly differentiated in the present market.

Additional value-add is needed.

• HP's on-going basic R&D and reputation for quality are probably under-utilized in terms of

creating its overall market image.
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B. Recommendations

INPUT believes that HP can increase its market share for existing products and services as well as

develop new markets through a two pronged approach; targeting fijll solutions through the

integration of existing products as well as those of alliances, and better promotion of its existing

offerings through packaging. The following outlines the recommendations that INPUT would
make to HP, to accomplish those objectives.

• At the corporate level, leverage quality and R&D as the underlying dominant image ofHP in

the information services market.

• Consider the formation of cross-divisional marketing organizations to develop and refine

industry and cross-industry specific solutions. Promote these as utilizing the corporate theme
of quality and state of the art technology through research. (Such organizations may exist

within HP today. At the time of this writing, INPUT was unable to determine whether they

did or didn't. Ifsuch organizations do exist they are not highly visible in terms ofHP's
promotional activity.)

• Place more promotional emphasis on HP's commitment to open systems and alliances with

software and services firms which will permit the development of full solutions.

• If, in fact, HP is planning to develop an internal Systems Integration capability, utilize it to

promote and market the total solution approach focused on key vertical and cross-industry

markets.

YWMAC 11 Confidential - INPUT
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HEWLETT PACKARD IMAGE STUDY
Interview Guide

Name
Title

Company

Address

City/State/Zip;

Telephone:

We are trying to gather information on your perceptions of Hewlett Packard as a participant in the

information services industry. It would be greatly appreciated ifyou could provide us with the

answers to a few brief questions to assist us in getting your impressions regarding HP's overall

image, your viewpoints on some specific classes or products and service offerings, and any other

thoughts you might have regarding HP's participation in the market.

1

.0

The following five terms describe ways in which HP and other companies in the industry

might be characterized. On a scale of 1 - 5 please give me your impression of the degree

to which the term applies to HP. (1 = Not applicable, 5 = Very applicable)

Systems Company (Hardware/Software)

Services Company
Hardware Manufacturer

Instrument Manufacturer

Solution Provider

2.0

Using the same 1 to 5 scale to what degree to you perceive HP to have a single image in

the market place?

2.

1

What would you say that HP's overall image is?

YWMAC - Interv'iew Guide 1 Confidential - INPUT
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3.0 HP like other major industry player's participates in a variety of vertical and cross-industry

markets. I'd like you to list each vertical or cross-industry market where you believe that

HP has a significant position. For each one. I'd like you comments as to what HP
products or services help give HP a good market position.

Market Comments

3.1 Do you have any other comments on HP's position in vertical or cross-industry markets?

4.0 On a scale of 1 to 5 how would you rate HP's image with regard to quality?

4. 1 What products or services would you say give them that quality rating? (Good or Bad.)

5.0 Could you please give me your view on how you believe the industry rates HP against its

competitors in each of the following categories of product or services. (1 = Low, 5 =

High) I'd also like your impression of which of HP's competitors have superior offerings

in each category.

Rate Product/Service Comments on Competitors

Mini Computers

Peripherals

Workstations

PCs

Printers/Desk

Software

Field Service

YWMAC - Interview Guide 2 Confidential - INPUT





Are there products or services that I failed to list that you would like to comment on? If

so, please rate and describe them below.

Rate Product/Service Comments on Competitors

What is your perception of HP's current corporate level advertising in terms of conveying
a company identify or image? (Please use the 1 to 5 scale, 1 = Ineffective, 5 = Very
effective.)

6. 1 What is your perception of HP's product or division specific advertising? (Please use the

same rating scale as above.)

7.0 Do you believe that the market perceives HP as primarily a holding company or a provider

of integrated solutions? Please check the appropriate box below.

Q Holding Company
Integrated Solution Provider

8.0 Please give me any other information that you think might be relevant to evaluating HP's

image in the information services market place.

Thank you for your cooperation. Your responses will be kept in strictest confidence and will

make a valuable contribution to this study.

YWMAC - Interview Guide 3 Confidential - INPUT
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Research Consulting Proposal -July, 20, 1992

HEWLETT-PACKARD IMAGE STUDY
For: McCANN-ERICKSON

BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES

A. Background

McCANN-ERICKSON, one of the leaders of the advertising industry, is seeking information on
Hewlett-Packard's position in the information systems and services industry. In particular

McCANN-ERICKSON would like to gain a better understanding of HP's overall image and how
it is perceived by its customers and competitors in the various information technology and
services markets it serves. To support McCANN-ERICKSON in obtaining the best information

available the agency is considering engaging a market research and consulting firm with

specialized knowledge in HP's industry group, and has asked INPUT to propose an approach.

INPUT proposes a two phased approach with the following specific objectives and scope.

B. Objectives & Scope

1 Phase I - Generation ofan Industry Competitive Profile

INPUT will prepare from its existing database of information on HP and its competitors a

written profile ofHP and the business of its five major divisions. The profile will briefly

outline the products and services provided, major competitors for its various lines of

business, and INPUT'S assessment of HP's image in these businesses based on its

familiarity with HP's markets, customers and competition.

To wrap-up Phase I INPUT will deliver a 1/2 day session to review the profile, and

discuss with McCANN-ERICKSON areas where additional information might be

required. In addition, at this session, INPUT will present background information on the

markets and competition in the various industry groupings in which HP participates.

2. Phase II - Field Research - HP's Image

Based on the results ofPhase /, INPUT will develop, with McCANN-ERICKSON, an

interview vehicle for field research. Utilizing INPUT'S knowledge of the appropriate

contacts in the industry, INPUT will conduct a 20 - 30 interview survey to gather

information on HP's corporate image. Interviews would be split between domestic and

international interviews (2/3 to 1/3). Results of this survey would be tabulated and

analyzed to provide McCANN-ERICKSON with more detailed information relevant to

gaining an understanding of HP's image.

YWMAC - Study Proposal 1 Confidential - INPUT





Depending on the results of this initial survey INPUT could extend the research study to

focus in on HP's specific business units. Most likely this phase would involve the

development of specific interview vehicles for each major business/market area. INPUT
believes that with its knowledge of the industry these more detailed studies could be

conducted with between 1 5 and 20 interviews each. They would provide specific

information on HP's image in specific market areas which would be useful in formulating

an overall view ofHP.

DELIVERABLES

1 . Phase 1 - Generation ofan Industry Competitive Profile

• Current profile ofHP including information previously described.

• On-site meeting to present profile and define further information needs.

2. Phase II - Field Research - HP's Image

• Written report including a discussion of methodology, analysis, results and

recommendations.

• On-site meeting to review results.

FEES AND SCHEDULES

A. Fees

input's total fee for Phase I is $5,000 payable upon authorization. The high level field research

study proposed in part one ofPhase II is estimated at $12,500; and the more in-depth studies of

individual businesses will be individually estimated depending upon McCANN-ERICKSON's
requirements.

Travel and other incidental costs associated with field research studies (including telephone,

reproduction, etc.) will be billed at cost and estimated as part of each study proposal.

B. Schedules - To be mutually determined by McCANN-ERICKSON and INPUT.

QUALIFICATIONS/STAFFING

A. Qualifications

INPUT is well qualified to assist McCANN-ERICKSON in providing the desired information. As

a leading market research and consulting firm to the information services industry, INPUT has 1

7
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years of experience in analyzing markets vendor strategies, user requirements and customer
satisfaction.

INPUT'S network of key vendors users and industry analysts put it in a unique position to gather
the types of information that McCANN-ERICKSON requires to gain an objective assessment of
HP's image. And, its existing data base of industry research provides a context for assessment of
HP's current positioning.

B. Staffing

This engagement will be under the overall direction of R. Dennis (Denny) Wayson, Vice President

and General Manager of INPUT.

DURATION OF THIS PROPOSALS VALIDITY

This proposal will remain valid for a period of 30 days.

AUTHORIZATION

Authorization of this project may be completed by signing and returning a copy of the proposal to

INPUT, together with the payment of $5,000. Upon acceptance by INPUT, a countersigned copy
of the proposal will be returned to McCANN-ERICKSON.

AUTHORIZED BY: ACCEPTED BY:
INPUT McCANN-ERICKSON

Signature Signature

Name Name

Title Title

Date Date
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Research Consulting Proposal -July, 15, 1992

HEWLETT-PACKARD IMAGE STUDY
For: McCANN-ERICKSON

BACKtSROUNOAND OBJECTIVES

A. Background

ks one of the leaders of the advertising industry, McCANN-ERICKSON is seeking to position

itself"as,the sole provider of advertising services to Hewlett-Packard (HP). The relationship

between iBC^d its current advertising firm does little to focus on HP's overall corpofat6mage.

Most of the enbrtjs devoted to supporting individual divisions within HP. ^
ERICKSON believesTtiat a successful proposal which will motivate Iff^cT^ange advertising

firms will be based on its ability to convince HP that it can deal wijklts overall image while at the

same time providing complern^ntary campaign strategies to^^upport its individual lines of

business.

In order to maximize its probability of devejppi^ a winning approach, McCANN-ERICKSON is

seeking the services of a market researched constating firm knowledgeable in HP's markets to

assist it by providing market intelligefice and competitwejnformation key to understanding HP's

current position and potentiafarfthe market place.

INPUT proposes^^ph^sed approach to supporfMcCANN-ERICKSONN.^a^e / focuses on

providing suppt5rt foE^tbe-preparatinn nfMrgATflJ-r.RTCIit^N'vfiMi and PttctS£lI is directed at

provie^gepport to the development of the campaign itself The specific objecuves for each

ise are described below.

Objectives

Phase I - Support to McCANN-ERICKSON's Proposal Phase
-AJf

The overall objective of this phase will be to supply McCANN-ERICKSON with the

information necessary to make an informed proposal to HP, while minimizing McCANN-
ERICKSON's bidding costs. Specific objectives include:

Providing McCANN-ERICKSON with current information from INPUT'S proprietary

data base on HP's current market position in software, services and hardware markets.

Developing a model of HP's business which could be used by McCANN-ERICKSON
as a demonstration of its understanding of HP's complex set of market and competitive

relationships.
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Hewlett-Packard Image Study - McCann Erickson

2 . Phase II TglSlJpportfor McCANN-ERlCKSON's^Campaign Development

Assuming that McCANN-ERICKSON proceeds with Phase I and is successful in

obtaining the account, the second phase of the relationship would be focused on

developing the market and competitive information necessary for McCANN-ERICKSON

. / ^ ^ strong corporate campaign for HP as well as propose and develop campaign

'y strategies for specific divisions. The foundation of this phase would be the model

developed in Phase I. During this phase the model would be extended from a conceptual

iew of HP's business to one which included specific information on each of its businesses

ith regard to the following:

Market size and growth rates.

Key competitors and market structure, including channel information.

Competing technologies and HP's positioning with regard to these technologies.

PE >

The scope of this proposal is li

/

iny

ited primarily to supporting McCANN-ERICKSON in its own
proposal development for HP. The approach and potential costs of supporting McCANN-
ERICKSON in its development of the account are included to demonstrate INPUT'S capability to

support McCANN-ERICKSON once the account has been won.

METHODOLOGY

Phase I - Support to McCANN-ERICKSON's Proposal Phase

To minimize costs, INPUT will utilize existing data from its Vendor Analysis and Market

Analysis Programs to prepare an outline of the model discussed above. A presentation

will be prepared for the McCANN-ERICKSON executives involved in developing the HP
strategy. The presentation would include the following:

• A general overview of the information systems and software markets which HP serves.

• A profile describing HP's positioning in these markets.

• A brief description of key competitors and alliances.

• A presentation and discussion of the model.

As part of this phase INPUT would offer McCANN-ERICKSON the opportunity to

attend its annual client conference to be held in San FraxidsGe^treafly October. The

conferenCeTsjiell attended by key markgliiig'exScutives in the information services

industry and woulB^ttrvideji^GCANN-ERICKSON with the opportunity to interact

directly with many ofHP^c,nrnpcifiT)rs~7r^ gather relevant information about

industiyJpKid^Md issues useful in the preparation of a campmgf
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Hewlett-Packard Image Study - McCann Erickson

2. Phase II - On-Going Supportfor McCANN-ERICKSON's Campaign Development

During this phase ESTPUT would utilize direct field research as well as information from its

existing body of research to gather and interpret the information necessary to support the

development of specific aspects ofMcCANN-ERICKSON's HP campaign. Studies would

be conducted on an "as needed" basis and would utilize telephone interviews or focus

groups depending upon the particular type of information required.

DELIVERABLES

1 . Phase I - Support to McCANN-ERICKSON's Proposal Phase

• On-site presentation as previously described.

• White paper (5-10) pages describing the model of HP's participation in the Information

Services Industry.

• One seat at INPUT'S Annual Client Conference.

2. Phase II - On-Going Supportfor McCANN-ERICKSON's Campaign Development

The results of individual field studies whether focus groups or direct field research would

be presented in the form of written reports with the following structure.

• Study Objectives

• Methodology

• Research Results

• Analysis and Recommendations

FEES AND SCHEDULES

A. Fees

input's total fee for Phase I is $5,000 payable upon authorization. Fees for the individual field

research studies proposed in Phase II will vary depending on the scope and size of the field

research effort required by would likely vary between $10,000 and $25,000 dollars each.

Travel and other incidental costs associated with field research studies (including telephone,

reproduction, etc.) will be billed at cost and estimated as part of each study proposal.

B. Schedules - To be mutually determined by McCANN-ERlCKSON and INPUT.
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QUALIFICATIONS/STAFFING

A. Qualifications

INPUT is well qualified to assist McCANN-ERICKSON in developing some of the key

components of the information necessary to support both the proposal phase and on-going

development of a campaign for HP. As a leading market research and consulting firm to the

information services industry, INPUT has 1 7 years of experience in analyzing markets vendor

strategies, user requirements and customer satisfaction.

B. Staffing

This engagement will be under the overall direction of R. Dennis (Denny) Wayson, Vice President

and General Manager ofINPUT.

DURATION OF THIS PROPOSALS VALIDITY

This proposal will remain valid for a period of 30 days.

AUTHORIZATION

Authorization of this project may be completed by signing and returning a copy of the proposal to

INPUT, together with the payment of $5,000. Upon acceptance by INPUT, a countersigned copy

of the proposal will be returned to McCANN-ERICKSON.

AUTHORIZED BY: ACCEPTED BY:

INPUT McCANN-ERICKSON

Signature Signature

Name Name

Title Title

Date Date
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The company made progress in improving its hnanciai performance in 1991 despite

a difficult economic environment in many regions of the world. Net revenue grew

10 percent over 1990 to $14.5 billion, and proliu Irviii operations grew 4 percent.

Pretax earnings were up 7 percent and net earnings increased 2 percent over last year.

These results reflect the impact of special charges we look in the fourth quarter.

We spent approximately S1&0 million to implement Voluntary Severance Incentive

fVSI) and Enhanced Early Betirement(EER) programs under which 3,300 people

decided to leave the company, as well as for related facility consolidations and ciosures.

Without these charges, profits from operations would have risen 15 percent, pretax

earnings would have grown 2i percent and net earnings would have increased

16 percent over 1990.

Orders grew 0 percent over 1090 to S14.7 billion, and net earnings improved to $765

million from $739 million last year Net earnings per share were $3,02 in 1901 compared

to S3.Q6 in 1990, with an average of 250 million shares outstanding in 1991 com-

pared with 242 million last year. The impact of the fourth-quarter special charges

on net earnings s>er share was approxiraately 40 cents.

Business Envirorunent

HP achieved these results in an increasingly challenging business environment.

Many countries in which we operate, including the United States, experienced

sluggish growth or recession in 1991

Overall growth has slowed in the electronics industry in recent years. A decline

in UE. capital spendiitg and overcapacity in the computer industry, as well as reduced

defense spending, are key factors in this slowdown.

While growth is slowing, shorter product life cycles, a greater number of competitors

and the movement to “open” or non-proprietary informatian systems are intensifying

competition in our businesses.

Customers are also demanding greater returns on their computing and measurement

investments. In addition, these customers are choosirrg to buy more products from

a variety of value-added resellers, to whom HP grants higher discounts for the sales

function they perform. This lowers the selling price and increases HP’s cost of sales

as a percentage of net revenue, an increase that underscores the need to control

operating-expense growth.
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HP's Respond

Wc believe that this enviroiwtenl, while challenging, ofTers real oppqrumitieB for

HP. Our product strength and diversity, technology leadership, finAncial stahility

and global presence are powerful differentiators.

Early identliicatfon of einer^g customer needs and outstanding products

are required in order to increaae revenue in a slow-growth economic environment.

WeVe focused on anticipating opportunities in our businesses, including open

systems, RISC (reduced-iriEtruction-set computing) technology and mobile

communications in computing, non-impact printing In computer peripherals,

telecommunicadona and semiconductor testing in test and measurement,

patient Information systems in medical product* and environmental markets

in analytical inatnunenu.

Key products introduced this year included our RISC-based Series 700 woricstations.

the HP 85LX palmtop personal computer, the HP SOMOS 1500 echocandiogiaph

system and the HP DeskJet 500C printer. Our abUitj' to Increase revenue during 1991

demonstmtcs oursuocess at developingproduets such as these that meet customer needs.

However, improving proQts also requires us to make organbarional adjusUnents

and control costs. During the year we continued consolidations in manufacturing

and administrative activities and reduced the amount of space we lease. This year’s

VSI and EEH programs are an example of ongoing efforts to adiust costs to levels

required for success in today's environmenL These initiatives helped us keep

the growth ofcore operating expenses below the rate of net revenue growth and

thus achieve modest profit improvement.

Investing in the Fntare

We recognise the importance of balancing our efforts lo improve effectiveness

and reduce costs with the need to make sufllciem investments for future success.

In 1981 we invested approximately 10 percent of net revenue, nearly $1.5 billion,

in research and developmenc In 1080 and IPOI. more than half of HP’s orders

were for products introduced in the past two year*, strong evidence ofour ability

to apply new technology to customer needs-

In addition, initiatives this year in Singapore. Czechoslovakia, Hungary, India

and Russia increased our opportunities for future growth. These new ventures

Ourproduct strength

and diversity, tech-

nalogy tta^rship,

Jinancial slaiillty

and global presence

are poveifbl

d^rentiators.

David Packard
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John Young

continue HP's lon£st&ndin(( effort to get into position early in merging markets.

With orders irom outside the United States comprising more than halfof HP’s total,

this effort has clearly paid off.

In November 1991 we acquired Avantek, Inc., a company whose product line

expands and complements that of our Components Group. We believe that the

acquisition will strengthen our business in radio- and tnicrow^ve-^quency semi-

conductors and components.

We've also improved a wide range of internal processes, such as order fulfillment,

product generation and software development, which are crucial to our ability

to improve productivity, get products to market quickly and stay flexible as

customer need.<) evolve.

Other News

During 1991 the Board ofPiiectorx authorized the allocation of S500 million for

the repurchase of the company's common stock to meet the needs ofemployee stock

programs. In addition, Thomas E. Everhart, president of the California Institute

of Technology,joined the Board in July.

Executive vice presidents Richard Alberding and John Doyle retired this year

after distinguished careers in which they made meuor contributions to HP’s

growth and success.

Buainess Outlook

Our principal goal for 1992 remains the improvement of financial performance.

Although the business environment continues to be difficult, we are encouraged

by the results of efforts to realign our cost structures and by the market response

to our new products. We believe that these outstanding products, as well as

our global presence, streamlined organixatian and continued emphasis on expense

controls, position us well to capitalize on emerging opportuniti^.

David Packard

Chairman of the Board

John Young

President and Chief Executive Officer

December 12, 1991
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ceasor on the market last year.
Digital plans eventually to introduce

Alpha-based systems ranging Arom
palmtops to supercomputers. The
aystems will run not only VMS and
OSF/1 but also Microsoft Corp.’a NT
operating system, in a move designed
to appeal to millions of existing DOS
and Windows users.

Digital won't make the chips avail-

able in volomo until late this summer
and won't introduce Alpha systems
until later in 1992. The company can’t
gain significant Alpha revenues until

199S or even 1994, and thus, this
year’s financial performance is

unlikely to change dramatically. And,
while analysts laud the Desktop
Direct program, low prolit margins
on PCs are unlikely to drag Digital
out of its financial swamp.

In fact. Digital sank deeper into the
financial abyss this year, announcing
a shocking S294.1 tnilUon loss for the

first quarter of calendar 1992,
prompting analysts to forecast thou-

sands more layoffs. Digital officials

themselves say they don’t expect
financial performance to improve this

year. Still, executives manage to con-
vey high bopea that the next genera-
tion of technology will turn the com-
pany around. Says Johnson: “As a
strategic product for the future.
Alpha will be to Digital what the
VAX was in the ’SOs.”

—Elaine L. Appleton

^HEWLETPPACKARD
--'-H3aDP Hanowar

Wo Alto. CA 94304^Tfex:

U
nlike many of its competitors,
Hewlett-Packard Co. emerged

ftnm 1991 on something of a roll.

In fact, thanks to continued
strength in its desktop-printing and

multiuser UNIX systems and the
introduction last year of new, aggrea-

sively priced workstations, HP man-
aged to increase its IS equipment
and services roveuues enough to

overtake Umeys Corp. and become
the third largest North American
vendor.

Although the worldwide recession

curtailed what in 1990 had been rapid
HP revenue growth in Europe, the
company managed to report a 12.7%
increase in computer-related rev-
enues to $10,73 billion for 1991. And
overall corporate proHts rose a
healthy 11% to $856 million, a far cry
from the previous year's 11% drop,

“We've now moved into the No. 3
position as a computer company....So
now we can set car sights on No. 2,”

proclaima HP Computer Systems
organization executive vice president

Lew Platt

Catching up with long-time rival

Digital Equipment Corp. won't he
easy. But the company did manage to

continue its momentum into early

1992, growing computer revenues
17.8% and corporate net earnings by
a surprising 49% in the first fiscal

quarter, ending January 2l.

Fueling HP's 1991 growth, as it

has for several years, was the eompsp
ny's desktop printer business. HP
started shipping its new LaserJet HI
in volume early in 1991, and already
the product has captured a 75% mar-
ket share, according to the La Jolla,

Calif.-market research firm
Computer Intelligence.

The multiuser UNIX business also

continues to be a winner for HP.
Platt says revenues from those prod-

ucts grew over 50% in 1991, following

a 60% growth rate in 1990. Strong
price/performance derived from
improvements in HP’s reduced
instruction set computing (RISC)
processor, plus industrywide interest

in UNIX, has helped attract new
users such as ITT Sheraton Corp.,

which is building a $14 million reser-

vations and property management
system around the HP 9000 series

800 UNIX midrange system.

Key new product moves helped HP
stem market share losses it had been
suffering in the UNIX workstation
business. HP jumped to the front of

the workstation pack in March 1991

when it introduced the HP Apollo

9000 series 700 workstations and
servers, which offered an eye-pop-
ping price/performance of $1,000 per
SPECipark. The announcement
prompted key ISVs such as electron-

ic desigp automation software vendor
Cadence Design Systems Inc. and
Lotus Development Corp. to

announce plans to port their applica-

tions to.the new HP workstations.

HP also made a successful push in

1901 to have several of its key prod-

ucts and technologies adopted as
emerging industry standaMs. Many
of the Q^ect management technolo-

gies pioneered in HP’s NewWave
graphical user interface were adopt-

ed as standards by the Object
Manacemont Group in 199 1. And HP
had similar success with its

OpenView UNIX network manage-
ment and Softbench CASE-integra-
tion technologies. Late in l99l, HP
even moved to bring its proprietary

MFE minicomputer operating sys-

tem intq the open systems world with

a P-OSIX shell, which ships
this month.

Going into 1992, HP's goals were
little changed from those of a year
earlier: improve overall financial

results, achieve market share leader-

ship in workstations and multiuser

Unix systems and push to have HP
technologies adopted as standards,

HP will also continue to squeeto bet-

ter performance out of its PA-RISC
architecture, Platt says. In addition

to applying that increased power to

its workittation line, HP plans to

introduce larger symmetric-multipro-
cessing versions of its MPC/iX and
multiuser UNIX systems, moving
well into the mainframe performance
area. As HP does so, Platt says, the

company recognizes it will have to

focus on developing technologies and
service ofierings that will allow it to

coexist with mainframes.—JeffMood
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HP SECOND-QUARTER NET EARNINGS
ON NET REVENUE INCREASE OF

UP 40%
12%

tAiiO ALTO, Calif., Hay 18, 1992 ““ Hewlett-Pac)card
Company (NYSE: HWp) today reported 40 percent growth jin net
earnings, a 32 percent increase in earnings frcin operations
and a 12 percent increase in net revenue for the 199^ fiscal
year's second quarter, which ended April 30. Orders! grew by
11 percent over the second quarter of fiscal 1991,

Met earnings for the quarter were $326 million, i or
$1.28 per share on an average of 254 million shares pf
common stocK outstanding. This compares with net earnings
of $233 million, or 93 cents per share on an average. of
250 million shares during the second quarter of fiscjl 1991.

Met revenue totaled $4.2 billion, compared with
$3.7 billion for the second quarter of fiscal 1991, Net
revenue from equipment sales and service in the United
States was $1.8 billion, up 14 percent from the yearjago
quarter. Net revenue from outside the United Statee roee
11 percent to $2.4 billion.

Orders for the quarter were $4,2 billion, compared with
$3.8 billion In the second quarter of fiscal 1991. y.S.
orders totaled $1.8 billion, up 16 percent over 1991,; While
orders from outside the United States grew by ft percent to
$2,4 billion. T

I

I

"We* re quite pleased with our earnings this quai^er,"
said John A. Young, HP president and chief executive
officer. "We turned a reasonable revenue increase into
outstanding profit growth, thanbs to our ongoing effiprts to
manage expenses."

more -
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Yoving descrilMd the company's 11 percent growth In
orders as a good achievement in light of generally sluggish
economic conditions worldwide. He attributed this growth to
excellent acceptance of the company's newer products.

He noted that orders for both laser and inkjet printers
were up sharply during the quarter, and that the c^pany's
mass-storage products showed a healthy increase in orders.
Order growth for the company's UNlx*-based multiuser systems
was excellent. Workstation orders increased moderately, with
tte RISC*—based Series 700 and X terminals showing strong
iBqprovement

.

Test-and-neasurement (TtM) orders declined slightly
y®®*^“to-year. Within that business, the company's focus on
hlgh-grovth segments, such as telecomnunications-test
equipment, is helping to offset the continuing slowdown in
traditional tsh markets.

Cost of goods sold as a percentage of net revenue was
53.5 percent, compared with 53.6 percent In the second
quarter of 1991. operating expenses for the quarter grew
7 percent over the year-ago quarter. As a percentage of net
revenue, operating expenses were 34.9 percent, compared with
36.6 percent in the second quarter of 1991 and 34.6 percent
in the first quarter of 1992.

Six-month review
For the six months ended April 30, net earnings

Increased 44 percent to ?632 million, compared with
$436 million in the first half of 1991. Net earnings per^are totaled $2.49, an increase of 4i percent over the
$1.76 earned during the comparable period of 1991. There
was an average of 253 million shares of common stock
outstanding during the first half of fiscal 1992, compared
with 24S million during the same period a year ago.

Net revenue increased 13 percent over the first half of
1991 to $8.0 billion. Net revenue from equipment end
eervice in the United States was $3.4 billion, an increase
of 14 percent over the same period a year ago. Net revenue
^rom outside the united states grew 12 percent to
$4.6 billion.

Orders for the six-month period were $8.4 billion, up
12 percent from the first half of 1991. u.s, orders toteled
$3.6 billion, an Increaea of 16 percent, while orders from
outside the United States were $4,8 billion, an increase of
10 percent over 1991 'e first half.

- more -
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Overall f we're pleased with our parforaance in tbe
first half of the yearf Youhg eald. Our eaployeee have
worked hard and have shown great flexibility under difficult
cirauastanees. They deserve the credit for HP'e laproved
results.*

Business outlook
Young said that the business environaent remains very

challenging. "We are concerned about the near tera because
of uncertainty over the U.s. recovery as well as sluggish
conditions in some key econoales around the world," he said.
Young noted that HP*s order growth in Europe has slowed, and
orders in Japan declined for the eecond quarter in avrow.

Despite these uncertainties, Young believes that HP is
in an excellent competitive position. "We have outstanding
product Bomentua that we'll build on in the second half of
the year," he said. "We'll remain focused on managing
•J^^nsBB and bringing products to market gulckly. Our goal
is to sustain our improved financial performance even in a
difficult environment."

Hewlett-Packard Company Is an international
manufacturer of measurement and computation products and
systems recognized for excellence in quality and support.
The company's products and services arc used in industry,
business, engineering, science, medicine and education in
approximately lOO countries. HP has 90,000 employees and
had revenue of $14.5 billion in its 1991 fiscal year.

*tiNlX is a registered trademark of UNIX System Laboratories
in the U.s. A. and other countries.

stands for reduced—instruction-'set computing.

more
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Hewlett-Packard
continues to rise
Hewlett-Packard,

, the Palo Alto, Calif.-based maker of ’

midrange computers, is on a roll. Thursday, H-P shares hit I

another 52-week high and closed up 2 14 at $8 1 %. Investors '

say the company has made all the right moves in the fierce- i

ly competitive computer market, including taking a 5%
'

stake in Convex Computer, a fast-growing maker of super-
computers. That move also was announced Thursday. The
agreement calls for the two companies to share technology.
Two analysts recommended H-P on the heels of the an-

nouncement H-P received a reiterated buy recommenda-
tion from Goldman Sachs an-
alyst John Levinson. H-P also
was recommended by Alex.
Brown & .Sons analyst Joe Payne.

H-P’s a cquisition of workstation maker Apollo in 1990 has
turned out to be a rare success in the high-tech field. H-P’s
workstations, which feature advanced reduced-instruction
technology, are some of the fastest machines around. Mean-
while, Convex’s superfast computers could give H-P an
edge over competitor Cray Research.
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Hewlett to Post

3rd-Period Net

Below Estimates

Analysts Expect Stock Price

To Drop Sharply Today

In Reaction toStatement

By Stephen Kreidee Yoder
Staff Reporter of The Wall Street Journal

Hewlett-Packard Co., feeling the pain
of the siow worid economy after a string of

healthy quarters, said it expects to report

that net income in its fiscai third quarter
fell well below analysts’ estimates.

The Paio Alto, Calif., computer com-
pany said that, based on its early esti-

mates, earnings for the quarter ended Juiy
31 could range from “about equal” to the 76

cents a share it reported a year earlier to

15% higher, or about 87 cents a share.

Analysts’ estimates for the third quarter
averaged about $1.12 a share. In the

1991 quarter, H-P reported net income of

$192 million on revenue of $3.52 billion.

The surprise news is expected to send
H-P’s stock sharpiy iower today. The stock
closed at $71.50, down 87.5 cents, on the
New York Stock Exchange yesterday. H-P
will report results Aug. 18.

The unexpectely sluggish results con-

trast with earlier showings this year by
H-P, which suprised Wall Street by racking
up earnings gains of 49% and 40% in the

previous two quarters, despite a generally
profit-starved computer industry. Early in

the year, the company’s profit margins
benefited from staff reductions and other
expense controls taken in 1991, while sales

of its computers and printers remained
relatively strong.

But H-P said yesterday that weak capi-

tal spending among its electronic-equip-

ment customers has begun to hurt it,

particularly in areas such as its test-and-

measurement equipment and parts of its

computer business. “We’re seeing uneven
demand across our businesses,” said John
A. Young, president and chief executive
officer, in a statement.

The company, which sells a broad
range of computers, wouldn’t say which
particular computer markets were weak.
An H-P spokesman said the company also

couldn’t say in which geographical mar-
kets the weakness was. But Mr. Young
and other H-P executives said earlier

this year that sluggish economies in Japan
and Europe were worrisome. “The prob-
lem appears to be more international than
domestic,” said analyst Robert Herwick of

Hambrecht & Quist.

While an H-P spokesman characterized
the factors behind the earnings disappoint-

ment as “cyclical as opposed to struc-

tural,” analysts said attention will now

Postal Chief Seen

To Seek Reduction

In the Work Force

early as today. Mr. Runyon, who became
postal chief a month ago, came from the

Tennessee Valley Authority, where he

trimmed management layers and reduced

employment nearly 40% as TVA chair

man.
He told the postal board of governors at

its meeting in San Francisco this week that

By Albert R. Karr
Staff Reporter of The Wall Street Journal

WASHINGTON - Postmaster General

Marvin Runyon is expected to announce a

Postal Service plan to seek a work-force

reduction of about 40,000 by encouraging
voluntary early retirements.

The plan would involve a restructuring

of the agency’s management apparatus,

including cutbacks in staffing at Postal

Service headquarters, agency officials

said. The announcement is expected as

the agency began a four-month process

July 13 aimed at “improving the quality

and competitiveness of this organization.
"

This includes goals of “reducing bureau-

cracy and streamlining our processes,”

along with boosting service quality and
stabilizing postal rates by eliminating a $2

billion deficit that has been projected for

the fiscal year ending Sept. 30, 1993, Mr.

Runyon said.

He said postal “work teams” are study-

ing steps such as reducing redundant jobs

among “postal overhead, the people who
‘don’t touch the mail.’ ” and other options

Xeroxput fog
that knows ht

Xerox sponsored the Team Xerox Olympians to

year’s US. Olympic Team put together the best r

group of 12 US. Olympic medalists traveled thrc

America to raise the funds US. athletes needed t

compete. Their efforts helped send hundreds of

.

best to the ’92 Barcelona Games.

What’s more, as the Official Document Processin

of the USOC and the US. Olympic Team, our te..

professionals will be processing and distributing

of over 200 Olympic events. In fact, virtually all t
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irrow Hewlett-Packard Co.

Rules Printers for PCs
To Be Unveiled Today

^ ALTO, Calif. — Hewlett-Parkarrt
Co. plans to unveil today a line of color

fn
personal computers

to print near-photographic images.
^

is Dart of H P'!’
PaintJet XUOO,

printer market by introducing: coJor-nrintin? technology to a broad r^S of com
tnainly buy monochrome

printers today. The new printers with lief
prices stanlSE at S3.m. arf a

SdeT'
**“*

*•'«

The XLSOO joins H-P’s popular familv nfE n teSSSf in

nf^ nt
^ microscopic dotsof ink onto paper. H-P's low-end mZchrome inkjet printers, about $700 arequickly grabbing market share from Jananese makers of “dot-matrix" printers thatuse traditional typewriter-style ribbons

^

^ machines use Intel Corp ’s960 microprocessor as their “brains’’ to^eed up printing. The machines operate

^ressorieTi'Hai,Lessories as H-P s laser printers whirh
dominate the market for laser printers

tf
M Inlo compfter net’orKs. Unlike H-P s low-end inkiet ma-

^“st be purchased in ver-swns for either Apple Computer Inc ’sMacintosh machines or PCs using Micro-
® MS-DOS operating system, theXL300 printers work with both.

ulso plans to unveil new facsimile

to opposed

S^^ivP
today, which use ex-pensive special paper.
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AllhoUf,

sonville, had e

the past few yea.

I.ykes family — wtn
cent of First Florida

holdings in the fruit, mea
and shipping businesses —
until early April that the fan.

it would entertain proposals.
Mr. Lastinger then led a Bai

.

team to evaluate First Florida’s

erations, including two businesses
that Barnett coveted: a $4.5 billion

trust operation and its data-process-
ing services for other banks.

At daily meetings with senior Bar-

Hewlett Tries

San Francisco

T
he list of minicomputer manu-
facturers that have entered the

mainframe market is a short
one, and with good reason : most that

have tried have failed. Undaunted,
the Hewlett-Packard Company an-

nounced its first mainframe-class
machines last week.
Lewis E. Platt, Hewlett-Packard’s

executive vice president and general
manager of the computer systems or-

ganization, said the new machines of-

fered performance comparable to an
l.B.M. 3090, but for one-tenth the cost
and at one-tenth the size. The ma-
chines achieve this performance
breakthrough with the use of re-

duced-inst ruction-set computing, or
RISC, which speeds things up by rele-

gating many common tasks to soft-

ware.

“RISC technology has allowed us to

do some very compelling things,”

said Mr. Platt, who is 51 and consid-

ered a leading candidate to succeed
John A. Young as chief executive at

the company, which is based in Palo
Alto, Calif.

. played devil’s ad-

,
questions about the

^sible reasons that it

I be avoided.

.s making sure the assump-
rt'ere rational and objective, and

JL driven by ego or emotions,” said
the 49-year-old Mr. Lastinger, a for-

mer naval air intelligence officer.

The deal has sparked a range of

emotions on Wall Street, however.
While some analysts say the banks fit

Mr. Platt said the new machines
were aimed primarily at traditional

mainframe customers who are con-

sidering “downsizing,” industry jar-

gon for moving applications to small-

er, more cost-effective computers.
According to Dataquest Inc., a

market research firm in San Jose,

Lewis E. Platt

well together, others say
da’s price tag — 2.4 times l

or roughly $800 million — it

high side. Barnett’s stock ap.

reflect that concern, closing F

at $35,625, down from $39.25 bci

the merger announcement.
Mr. Lastinger defends the aeqe

tion price, promising Barnett can
save $66 million in noninterest ex-

penses in 1993, in part by closing up to

100 branches in shared markets.

Calif., more than 46 percent of main-
frame users are considering downsiz-

ing. Because the new machines can
run all the software written for Hew-
lett-Packard minicomputers and
work stations, current customers arc

also a major market opportunity, Mr.

Platt said.

That software base is a significani

reason that Hewlett-Packard can suc-

ceed where others failed, Mr. Plait

said. The Digital Equipment Corpora-

tion “made a big mistake because it

rolled out a piece of hot hardware, but

there was no networking capability,

no software,” he said.

Priced from about $335,000 to’

$925,000, the new computers will be-

gin to be shipped in August. Contrast-

ed with a room-filling, liquid-cooled

mainframe, the Hewlett-Packard
machines are about the size of a re-

frigerator and are air-cooled. Compa-
nies that have already begun moving
applications from mainframes to

Hewlett-Packard’s machines include

3M, GTE Telephone Operations and
ITT Sheraton.

LAWRENCE M. F '
'

Some Mainframe Magic





Hewlett-Packard Forms J „

Group to Promote Its C/iijTj

By a wALL STBECTJOURNAL Sfa//

PALO ALTO, Calif.-Hewlett-Pack-

ard Co. said it formed an association

with eight other companies to promote

the use of H-P’s microprocessor chips

and to create standards for using the.

chips in electronic equipment. ....

In forming the group, called the Pre

cision Rise Organization, H-P the

lead of competitors that are attemptiOo

to rally electronics companies around

their own chips. H-P rivals, such as Sim,

Microsystems Inc., MIPS Computer Sys-,

terns Inc. and Motorola Inc., ^ready

have formed alliances to promote them

chips, to set standards and to encourage,

software houses to write programs for

computers using their chips.
_

.

H-P and its rivals are battling for

market share with a new breed of mi-

croprocessors that use a set of technolo

ries collectively called reduced-instinc-

tion-set computing, or RISC. RISC chips

are increasingly popular among com-,

outer makers because they can process

information far faster than many chips

built by conventional methods. .. ,

H-P’s new alliance includes compa-

nies already committed to making or.

usin<^ H-P's Precision Architecture proc-

essor, a chip H-P uses in most popm

lar workstations. Along with HP, the

group's members are U.S. companies.

Convex Computer Corp.. Hughes Air-

craft Co., Prime Computer Inc. and Se-

quoia Svstems Inc., along with ^

Mitsubishi Electric Corp., I^^cm Ltd

Oki Electric Industry Co. Ltd. and Yoko-

gawa Electric Corp.
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Hewlett-Packard

continues to rise
Hewlett-Packard,

, the Palo Alto, Calif.-based maker of
midrange computers, is on a roll. Thursday, H-P shares hit
another 52-week high and closed up 21/4 at $81%. Investors
say the company has made all the right moves in the fierce-
ly competitive computer market, including taking a 5%
stake in Convex Computer, a fast-growing maker of super-
computers. That move also was announced Thursday. The
agreement calls for the two companies to share technology.
Two analysts recommended H-P on the heels of the an-

nouncement H-P received a reiterated buy recommenda-
tion from Goldman Sachs an-
alyst John Levinson. H-P also

was recommended by Alex.
Brown & Sons analyst Joe Payne.

H-P’s a cquisition of workstation maker Apollo in 1990 has
turned 01 it to be a rare success in the high-tech field. H-P’s
workstations, which feature advanced reduced-instruction
technology, are some of the fastest machines around. Mean-
while, Convex’s superfast computers could give H-P an
edge over competitor Cray Research.
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CORPORATE FOCUS

Hewlett-Packard Is Too Busy to Notice Industry Slump
,

Computer Maker, Now Slimmer, Is More Nimble in Pursuing Business
’ By Stephen Kreider Yoder

Staff Reporter o/Tkk Walx Street Journal

The computer industry is in a slump.

but'Hewlea-Packard Co. doesn't seem to

have noticed.

Fof one reason why. just visit a per-

soriaT-computer store. While PC sales lag.

an “H-t* printer called the DeskJet Is so

popiilar that many stores keep waiting
lists. Sales of the machine, the world’s

best-seller by some accounts, are so heavy
at the MicroAge computer store In San
Francisco that it keeps Its Inventory

stacked high In its small storefront.

H-P’s computer business Is just about

as healthy. The once-stodgy matriarch of

SllleoH Valley Is expected to gain market
share In workstations this year after a

seygr§l-year slide. And It increased sales

25% .last year in minicomputers, the old-

line machines whose dwindling market
growth plagues H-P’s big rivals.

Tjie impact: 53-year-old H-P's net in-

come.shot up 49% to $306 million In the

qugj^r ended Jan. 31 from the year-ago
quarter. And many analysts expect the

Palo Alto. Calif., company to report a 40%
juiqp |n net income for the quarter ended
April 30. H-P’s stock trades at just over $80.

up 45% this year and 168% above its

January 1991 low,

-Not bad for a company that two years
ago.-was considered a torpid dinosaur

antpng fleet-footed little predators. Since

then, H-P has converted itself into a com-
pany .that can profit In markets where
profit margins are rapidly shrinking. It

has turned out a rapid fire of new products,

cut prices even In markets It dominates,
amj

:5killlully exploited new high-volume
dlsrtunt retailers. Meanwhile, it has
slashed costs, cutting its staff to about
89.P00,from 94.000 two years ago.

,H-P "is the first of the big computer
companies to have successfully reposi-

tioned Itself to compete in the new com-
puter environment of the 1990s." says Salo-

mon Brothers Inc. analyst John Jones.

In that new environment, corporations

want to string together scores of Inexpen-

sive machines- which bring smaller profit

margins - rather than the few large main-
frames and minicomputers that once domi-
nated computer rooms. And computer
buyers increasingly shop mall order and at

supermarket-style computer stores.

The old H-P wouldn’t have done well in
this scene. In 1990. H P’s costs were
bloated. It didn’t have competitive com-
puters and it took too long to develop new
products. Even its hot sellers, such as laser
printers, were hampered by bloated layers

of management that stymied new market-
ing strategies.

But a series of changes at H-P, culmi-

nating In a sweeping management reshuf-

fling In late 1990 orchestrated by Chief

Executive John Young, has given the com-
pany a new nimble touch. Among H-P’s

far-flung businesses, the impact on H-P’s

computer business has been the most
dramatic. Under the direction of Executive
Vice President Lewis Platt, H-P’s com-
puter divisions introduced a barrage of

new workstations last year that were
faster and cheaper than rivals’. Worksta-
tions are powerful computers traditionally

used by engineers, but now increasingly

used by businesses. H-P’s share in work-
stations is growing for the first time in

years, says market-research firm Interna-

tional Data Corp., which estimates that the

company will hold a 17.4% share this

year, up from 16.8% last year.

Now. “H-P is much more aware of how
it needs to change its business model as the

market changes," says Roel Pieper, presi-

dent of UNIX System Laboratories Inc.,

which sells operating sytems for worksta-

tions. "No one can ignore it.”

H-P even managed to increase sales

last year in minicomputers, the machines
that traditionally power many businesses

but have begun falling out of favor. While a

lagging market for such machines, now
often called "multi-user" systems, has
hurt companies such as Digital Equipment
Corp. and International Business Ma-
chines Corp., H-P says its sales grew about
25% last year. "H P has displaced DEC as
the primary displacer of IBM, ’’.says ana-
lyst Robert Herwick of Hambrecht &
Quist.

Meanwhile, another H-P executive vice

president, Richard Hackborn, has staged a

lucrative comeback in a market that was
largely ceded to the Japanese in the 1980s,

the one for computer printers. H-P’s big

star is a little printer called the DeskJet 500

that sells for about $400 and became the

world’s best-selling printer last year, ac-

cording to BIS Strategic Decisions, a

market-research firm specializing in

printers.

The printer, which uses so-called inkjet

technology to produce high-quality print-

outs, is quickly eating into the Japanese-

dominated market for dot-matrix printers,

which are noisy and can’t print crisp text

or drawings. Demand is so high that H-P
plans to rent a factory building in Wash-
ington state to set up a new factory line. A
new color version is also a hit.

Instead of milking bigger profit mar-

gins from its printers, the company is

taking a Japanese-style tack of using its

economies of scale to rapidly lower prices

to grab and maintain market share. That

tack has worked well for H-P’s other

printer line, laser printers, which still

command a 56% share of the U.S. laser-

printer market and helped make H-P the

world’s largest printer seller last year

according to BIS, the research firm.

"Every time it appears someone is

going to catch up they move proactively

with new price points or new engineer-

ing," says William Tauscher, chief execu-

tive officer of ComputerLand Corp., a

computer-store franchiser and a big H-P
customer.

While key sales are increasing, H-P has
been cutting costs. It closed a Swiss admin-

istrative operation, for example, saving $3

million a year, and it got rid of 3.5 million

square feet of floor space, or 10% of its

total. Most important. H-P cut employment
while revenues rose, reversing a years-

loiig increase in the ratio of selling costs to

revenue. After taking a $150 million write-

off last year to cut staff, "we’ve got the

people issue under control,” says Chief

Financial Officer Robert Wayman.

Such cuts helped boost H-P’s operating-

profit margins to 12% in its second quarter,

compared with 9.8% in the year-ago quar-
ter. estimates analyst Barry Willman of

Sanford C. Bernstein & Co. H P won’t
comment on second-quarter results, which
it will report May 18.

Of course, fortunes are often short-lived

in electronics, and H P’s executives are
typically cautious - some say overly cau-

tious - about the company’s good times.

“We’ve been on a roil; most of the things

we’ve done have been right." says Mr.
Young. "It won’t last-it hever does."

A big worry Is economic sluggishness in

Japan and Germany, where H-P does its

biggest block of foreign sales, which made
up about 56% of H P’s $14.49 billion in

revenues last year, says H-P’s Mr. Young.
H-P’s test and measurement equipment
business, once its bread and butter, is also

sluggish, he adds.

What’s more, H-P will face powerful
new rival computers over the next year.

Japan’s Canon Inc. and others have prom-
ising new inkjet printers. Companies such
as Seiko Epson Corp. are eating away at

H P’s low-end laser printers. Apple Com-
puter Inc. plans palm-top computer de-

vices that could challenge H P’s palm-top
PC, the 95LX, that now has the market to

itself.

Still, H-P has new products in the

pipeline to generate new revenue and

keep pace with computer rivals. H-P will

introduce laser printers with color, finer

printing abilities and lower prices, and it

will use its printer technoiogy to push into

new markets such as fax machines. The
company plans to market new versions of

the palm-top PC for consumer uses.

For now, one of the biggest issues

facing H-P is the question of succession.

Mr. Young, 60 years old, has held the

chief-executive post for 14 years and says
he will retire before age 65. Most odds are
on two heirs apparent: Mr. Platt, the

51-year-old computer chief, and Mr. Hack-
born. 54, who oversees H P’s high-volume
products such as printers. PCs and hand-
held computers.
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HEWLETT-PACKARD IMAGE STUDY

I. INTRODUCTION

This report is the result of a study conducted by INPUT for McCann-Erickson.

A. Objectives

The specific objectives of the study, as presented in the study proposal, Appendix A, were to

develop a profile of HP's image in the marketplace and identify HP's key competitors in the

information technology and services market. ^ ^

B. Methodology

Several sources of information were utilized to develop the conclusions reached in this report.

They include:

V
• Data drawn from INPUT'S existing dat^se of information on HP and its competitors

• Interviews conducted with INPUT'S consultants and analysts. (The interview guide is

coTAdimedm Appendix

• Telephone interviews'wef^^^ducted with key industry leaders3^

A total of nine INPUT consultants were interviewed and five telephone surveys were completed.

The focus of both sets of interviews was to obtain the respondents' opinions on HP's image as a

whole, as well as their views on HP's individual lines of business. Emphasis was placed on those

aspects of HP's business targeted at the information technology and services markets; namely the

Computer Products and Computer Systems Divisions. Conclusions and recommendations were
developed utilizing both the field interviews and the information obtained from INPUT'S
syndicated research studies.

C. Organization of the Report

• Chapter II - Executive Summary summarizes the overall conclusions drawn from the study.

• Chapter III - Business Line Analy^s looks in greater deal at HP's major lines of business in

terms of image and competition/

• Chapter IV - Vertical̂ armis prints INPUT'S analysis ofwhere HP stands with regard to

specific market niches by indus^or product/service line.

• Chapter V - Conclusions^m^Recommendations summarizes key conclusions and

gives input's recommendations for further studj

YWMAC 1 Confidential - INPUT
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Hewlett^ackard Image Study - McCann-Erickson

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A. Background

HP moved into the number^hree ranking of computer companies in 1991; surpassing
and following IBM and Digital Equipment Corporatioi^hich hold the numbei^ne and num^r-*^
two positions. Of the totaJreported revenues of $14.5 billion in revenues in 1991, INPUT

^
estimates that approximat^^lO.7 billion were the result of HP's participation^ the information
technology and services markets. The remainder were generated through i^^c^ponents and
instrumentation divisions.

Volume shipment of the HP Laseijet III, estimated to command 75% share of its market
according to Computer Intelligence, along with significant announcements in pricemerformance
on its workstationsTand significant growth in its multi-user UNIX business all leq^ a solid year
in a weak worldwide economic environment. Product introductions such as the HP 9000 series

700 workstation, the HP 95 Palmtop computer and the HP DeskJet 500C printer gave HP a new
presence in product markets where new offerings are critical to maintaining market share.

In general, HP showed good performance in 1991, doing well at what it's been doing well for a

considerable period of time.

B. HP's Overall Image

Even though the sample was small, the analysis of the surveys produced some significant results in

terms of HP's overall image.

• Respondents overwhelmingly see HP as a hardware products company. On a scale of 1 to 5,

with five being the highest, the hardware categorization was rated 4.9. On the other end of
the scalq^espondents rated HP 2.3 in terms of being a solution provider (providing a^
integrated solution to meet custon^r^pplications or processing requiremen^lj/

• Furthermore, HP enjoys an image of being a quality firm producing quality products. The
average response on the 1 - 5 scale rated HP 4.6 on quality.

• Of the product and service categories/^te^^^h^HP Laseijet printer received at rating of 4.6.

(A discussion of market images for other major HP offerings is contained in Chapter III.)

Analysis of the field data would indicate that in general HP is perceived as a holdii^:ompany
with various divisions pursuing individual product strategies, exploiting a stronglws^entral
R&D function. Little is done by the divisions or executive management to take advantage ofthe
poten^l synergy between product offerings, or to provide a broader base of solution^i^tdgrat^
thircLparty software eoupled^with professional services. The exception to this position is in the

area of manufacturing and factory floor automatipi^here HP's offerings have an excellent

reputation and in some instances are considered me best available.

YWMAC 2 Confidential - INPUT
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Hewlett Packard Image Study - McCann-Erickson

SeveraJ respond^ commented that the single integrating factor par HP may be quality. But,
the majority that HP did little to leverage its excellepf reputation for quality in terms
of its advertising or promotion. In fact, using the 1-5 scal^JiP's corporate advertising was
ranked a mediocre 3.0, and a 3. 1 at the divisional or product level. Five of the respondents
couldn't recall anything specific about HP's corporate promotional strategy.

C. Competitive Positioning

As indicated in the Executive Sunw^ft^^he dominant perception ofHP is as a hardware
manufacturer. Exhibit 11-1 shows how’respondents rated HP across 5 classes of information
technology and services companies. Ifwe eliminate the Instrument Manufacturing category from
the ratings, it becomes quite cl^f that HP is^erceived prirparily as a hardware manufacturer.
From a competitive viewpoi<iJ<{his placesjBem-og_again^tBM, Digital, Unisys, Amdahl, Hitachi,

Fujitsu, Machines Bull and ICL at the high end of the^^roduct line; and head-to-head with a host
of companies competing in the workstation, peripheral^nd^C markets. This section will present

INPUT s views on how HP compares to thoi^firms wm^participate in multiple markets against

HP. Chapter 111 - Business Line Analysis will focus on how it compares with its competition on
key specific product offerings.

Exhibit 11-1

PERCEIVED COMPANY IMAGE CLASS

Image Rating (1-5), 5 High

1 Digital Equipment Corporation (DEO

Just one rank

undergoing

the late 198

o^HP in terms of revenues ofU.S. computer manufacturers, DEC is

significant pain) a major restructuring of its position in the market. Until

could be characterized primarily as a high-quality systems manufacturer

with a complete line of integrated products appealmg primarily to businesses focused on
engineering and manufacturing. To a large degree, mofimlike HP':"s image today.

YWMAC 3 Confidential - INPUT
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Hewlett Packard Image Study - McCann-Erickson

aThroueh a network of vaI^^6^dded resellers and partners providing applications software, D
achie^

^ industries beyond manufacti^ng and engineering duringj^e

d'i'tu? ^
'ious decision to focus on services 0nd solution selling for the 199(P^

has
[/ r

^ excellent network offerings; anct^is embplcing a strategy of open
syster s) which allows it to position itself head-to^ead gainst companies
like E P c) ers in offering fully integrated solutions to endttr^rs.

<rCs) %
DEC
systei

offeri

over

makes up the difference in margin by the

integration strategy.

2
ces divisicm with capabilities in applic^ions development,

peratio^o h)tegratg its (and othei^n^ny's) hardware

id hasf^iwwrevejiues in this are^(5m $140 million in 1988 to

It offers pricing whicl^^more attractive than HP's and presumably

provided through its services and

2. IBM Corporation

Not unlike DEC, IBM has gone through con^de^adjustments to the market in recent years. X
Current trends to downsizing, open systems, and solution buying coupled with decreasing margi^
on large proprietary mainframes have forced IBM into a "get with it" strategy. This

solution selling, vertical industry focus and a willingness to deal with heterogeneous computer
environments. IBM now treats consulting, outs^rcing, systems integration and professional

services as separate lines of business. Given th^^rge potential of the market for integrated

solutions, IBM should get a lion's share; an^ffi^revenues in these areas are growing rapidly.

However, it will take some time before EBN^an evolve the culture and processes necessary to get

the herd of elephants to act like a pack ofwolv^ in terms of attacking specific market

opportunities.

The common ground^th HP is really inmit(?rangysystems, workstations and PCs. This pits

HP's product line'^^gainst IBM's A^OO mid^^nge (a jewel that IBM doesn't seem to get

maximum leverage out of), the RISC^OO and IBM's line of personal computers. INPUT'S views

how HP stacks up in this area will be presented in Chapter III - Business Line Analysis; but in

summarj^IBM wins in most markets with the AS/400 and probably has an inferior image in the

other two
, at least for the moment. Both are considered more expensive than DEC.

3 . Other Competitors

IISYS, NCR, and a number of foreign competitors participate in HP's mini, workstation and

PC markets. Most of the competition is on a niche ba;^.^jCl^^^HP's overall recognitioniMhe

mad>jdt is superior to most of these competitors. ’^^^4acf^^^ome specific niches

hay§ particular market dominance on the basis of‘T^^_^technology or industry knowledge. Some
specific areas worthy of note and relevant to HP's market position are as follows;

• has a strong presence in financial markets and is making a good reputation in image

processing in a variety of industries.

YWMAC 4 Confidential - INPUT
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Hewlett Packard Image Study - McCann-Erickson

NCR should not be underestimated. somewhat cantankerous marriage with AT&T
provides a wealth ofR&D which could potentially leverage NCR's position in the market as a
technology innovator.

Tandem has some unique niches with regard to n^-stop computing that HP does not appear
to be able to challenge. It also supports an indu^iy^riented focm^^^/nich is the preferred way
to market for solution selling.

^
• Sun Microsystems still leads the way in workstations at the moment, although new pricing

strategies and product announcements place HP in a potential leadership position.

D. Summary

HP's overall image is one of a quality manufacturer of information technology products; a very
large niche company. Probably unknown in consumer markets with the exception of its calculator

and laser printer offerings, HP in a way is the "grande dame" of Silicon Valley firms. By some
accounts the founder of the Valley, HP remains conservative and somewhat provincial as a

corporation, despite a worldwide presence. Many of its innovative concepts have been left for its

offspring or Valley upstarts to develop.

Despite different strategies across different world geographies and product divisions, HP's single

unifying element seems to be quality. Based on the limited sample taken in this study, HP has

done little in terms of promoting that attribute as a unifying element in the promotiori of its image.

A^ough there aj^ears to be some evidence in the press that HP is setting up a^ystems
^tegration fun^jon, HP has not elected to adopt an overall strategy of selling integrated solution^
directly to encWusers, an approach being adopted by all its major competitors. INPUT believes /
that embracing such a strategy will be key to the survival of hardware manufacturers in the\p^ff^
Unless HP looks to that approach, it's likely that it will find itself (if not already) a second;;;j;Ier

vendor.

BUSINESS LINE ANALYSIS

As part of INPUT'S survm^espondents were asked to give their opinions of how HP is perceived

with regard to a specific «et of product and service offerings (lines of business). Interviewees

were also asked to list HP's major competitors in each line of busine^ and offer any comments
they might have regarding HP's competitive position. The produc^ervice areas covered were:

Minjj^omputers

Peripherals

Workstations

Personal Computers

• Personal Printers

• Software Products

• Field Service.5

YWMAC 5 Confidential - INPUT
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Hewlett Packard Image Study - McCann-Erickson

Section A, below, analyzes respondent^iews on HP's image with regard to each line of business.
Section B analyzes the competitive environment for each line.

A. Perceptions of HP's Offerings

Exhibit III - 1 shows the average of the survey responses to the question/^ow do you believe
the industry rates HP against its competitors for each line of business!^!^:^ scale of 1 to 5 was
usec^^with one representing an "inferior" position and 5 a "superior" position. The responses have
been ranked from high to low and are discussed in that order.

Exhibit III -1

PERCEPTION OF HP PRODUCTS/SERVICES

Personal Printers

Field Services

Peripherals

Minicomputers

Workstations

Software

Personal

Computers

4.3

3.8

3.7

3.5

3.5

2.9

2.5

0.0

—I

—

2.00.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0

Product/Service Rating (1-5), 5 High

4.5

Personal Pnntejfs - Clearly HP's strong point, the rating of 4.3 is significant even in this small

sample. The flagship offering, the HP LaserJet series, is the,uncontested runaway for most
personal, desl^op and loc^j^ea network (LAN) applica^ns. Now equipped with the ability

to use the Posts^pt language, HP's printers go head-^p^ead with the Apple LaserWriter as

well.^yirttrally/every major writer ofPC software has made HP the priority printing engine in

tenWs^roviding software drivers to insure that their products can utilize the printer. The
explosion of Microsoft's Windows environment along with other graphical user interfaces

guarantees growing demand for increasingly sophisticated printers at all price levels.

Further developments using ink-jet technology as well as color printers at reasonable prices

will continue to give HP a strong position with an entire family of printing options. This line

of offering^oupled with HP's emerging strength in scanners for OMSonal and commercial us^
places HP in an enviable position. However, without a strategy wale^ackages this ^

technology with others, HP could become a victim of the clone makers, just as IBM's market

share leadership in PCs was eroded.

YWMAC 6 Confidential - INPUT
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Hewlett Packard Image Study - McCann-Erickson

/

Field Service - HP has long enjoyed a go^ reputation for providing high;:guality field service

(hardware maintenance and support) ftjpdt^computers, peripherals and other "in field"

technology. This reputation is worldwide and HP has invested heavily in applying new
technologies and innovative concepts to delivery of this service to remain cost competitive
and state of the art. Diagnosis and support are delivered through a worldwide integrated

network providing 244^r-a-day access to OJl-line analysis tools and dat^ases.

It should be noted that this is one ar^w^%HP has taken a "total solutions" approach,
expanding services to deal with facilitiWmanagement of entire user networks, including non-
HP hardware and key software packages. As in some other lines of business, respondents felt

that HP did little to proactively promote this extensive capability.

The downside in this area of HP's busines^is that field service is increasingly competitive. As
field^nstalled hardware becomes increasingly self-diagnostic, offerings will need to become
increasingly sophisticated (read value-added) to maintain growing revenue streams and
healthy margins.

/

Peripherals, Minicomputers, Workstations - Respondents^nked HP above average but not

superi^ jh these three categories. In general, HP is well^bught of in all three areas, but

there/l^nty of competitors knocking at the door. And/wth new product innovation

continually producing more cost^ompetitive offerings, I^B^like other hardware manufacturers/^^

will need to continue to make heavy investments in product development to hold on to

market share. Furthermore, wi^h the possible exception of workstatiorr^^nd one or two
vertical markets, HP is perched as an OEM (Other Equipment Manufacturer), i.e.^ovidi^
one or more components^t^ total solution being sold by a turnkey systems, systerns

integrator or other valuejraded reseller. This places a good deal of-thei^otential market in

the hands of third parties.

HP's quality and reputation fpr technology will probably permit it to hold its own in all these

Recently, HP has taken a more aggressive position in software. Lobbying to make jt^

developments in UNIX, along with products like New Wave, industry standards Cjduld yield

additional revenues from the sale and licensing of software, -bofprovide \valu^ad2em to its

hardware products through improved functionality.
—'V

\
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Hewlett Packard Image Study - McCann-Erickson

Personal Computers - It's INPUT'S position, and survey respondents seem to agree (rating

2.5), that HP has missed the window of opportunit^i^^mpete in this market as a major
commodity player. There is nothing unique about offering, and it's hard to believe that

they^an remain price competitive in a market where msu^ins are constantly decreasing. The
real hope for HP in this area would be a bundling of offering as part of a total

solution package. Two respondents commented thatoh|^ selected HP for their personal
computer standard only because of HP's ability to provide hig^uality service and parts on a
worldwide basis. ^

Overall, respondents to the survey felt that the industry viewed the majority of HP's product and
service offerings with respect; th^bviou^ leadership positionijcm^in the desktop printing area.

B. Competitive Position for Individual Product Lines

/

Elxhibit III - 2 summarizes respondent,^^^loughts on competitors who are better perceived in HP's
primary business lines. (No responses were received regarding competition infield services or
peripherals. See Note below.) The field labeled Competitor/Couni gives the name of the

competitor that was cited as superior and the number of mentions. The Comments field gives the
primary reason(s) wh^^the competitor was cited.

Exhibit III - 2

HP's COMPETITIVE POSITIONING BY BUSINESS LINE

Business Line Competitor/Count Comments
Personal Printers Texas Inst. 2

Apple 2

- Better pric^^erformance

- Superior handling of Postscript

Minicomputers DEC 8

IBM 6

Tandem 2

Other 2

- Full offering, solution oriented

- AS/400, applications software

- Fault tolerance

- Plug compatible^setter price

Workstations Sun 9 - Technology, software

Software Products Microsoft C 6

Oracle/Ingresf 4

Various 3

- PC ^erating systems/apps.

- Dat^ase/SQL Offerings

- Applications software

Personal Computers Clone 10

COMPAQ 7

IBM 5

Apple 3

- High^uality clones (Dell)/price

- Full product line

- Installed base

- Unique interface

Note: Since field service is a proprietary business dependent on the hardware supported,

identification of specific leaders would be out of context for purposes of this survey. In the case

of peripherals, the audience sampled largely felt they were unqualified to comment on who might

be superior, or indicated that they could only answer for specific classes of peripherals. That level

of depth was beyond the scope of this study.

YWMAC 8 Confidential - INPUT
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Hewlett Packard Image Study - McCann-Erickson

INPUT interprets the results presented in Exhibit III - 2 as follows.

T?"*
“ unparalleled position in the desktop printermarket. The competitors listed with potentially superior offerings were either clones orunique produrts such as Apple's LaserWriter tailored for Postscript.

In the mn^omputer area the dominant competitors are clearly DEC and fflM The reasons

^ I provi^a richer se/'of offerings with more

tot^ sobd^^^^^
application areas an4,|^^i^sen/^apMi^o provide

Workstations are harder to call. The only competitor listed as potentially superior was SunA number of respondents indicated that that superiority may only be transitory.

Results in the PC and software area reflect INPUT'S earlier assertion that HP is essentially a
minor player. In general, respondents felt that you could get more for your money and
perhaps

f
on the PC side of the equation by dealing with traditional large

vendors like C01)^[^^ and IBM or by going with higl^;^ss clones such as Dell. /

Responsesj|garding software cit^ some specific areas where HP had produci^ unique««rtbB^
apphcatioij^r operating systen^ented products, but indicated that by ai^^g&respondents
dont consider HP to have motefthan a handful of specialized offerings at the moment.

IV. VERTICAL/CROSS-INDUSTRY MARKETS

Interview responses regarding either vertical..ihdustry or cross-industry markets were fairly
v^nsistei^/In the^oss-mdusny area HP/s perceived to hav^ strong industry position in

1 ^fSfiufa

Exhibit IV - I

HP's POSITION IN CROSS-INDUSTRY MARKETS

Market Product Description
Science/Engineering Workstations

PCs

Minicomputers

CAD/CAM

Out of HP's heritage in scientific

computing. Leverages HP's recent move to

UNIX and other open environments. Some
proprietary software developed by HP.

Desktop Automation PCs

Laseijet

Scanners

Desktop publishing, office automation and
networking capability. May leverage HP's
field service and support packaged as

Desktop Services.

YWMAC
9 Confidential - INPUT
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Hewlett Packard Image Study - McCartn-Erickson

Exhibit IV - 2 summarizes HP's position in key vertical industry markets.

Exhibit IV - 2

HP's POSITION IN VERTICAL INDUSTRY MARKETS

Market Product Description

Process

Manufacturing

Workstations

PCs

Minij/omputers

Instrumentation

HP's long history of proems monitoring and

control instrumentation:ombined with

LAN capabilities prmndes a good

opportunity for va|>i^dd in this industry.

Discrete

Manufacturing

PCs

Mini^^omputers

Software

Instrumentation

HP already has an established record in

shop floor automation and control as well

as some unique software. This industry /
continues to provide opportunities for

solutions. / /
Healtl^q^re PCs

Minij^omputers

Instrumentation

HP participates heavilyin the heatyl^re

instrumentation m^pket and currently

provides solutions for the heal^are
industry. ^

Both vertical an^ cross-industry environments are where PIP currently provides solution rather

than product^c^ented offerings. These may have great potential for further expansion.

V. CONCLUSIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Conclusions

• HP's industry image i|^ajf^ady positive. HoweW, the firm has no wel^jtlefined single image in

the market other thai^a manufacturer of high^ality information technology products and

instruments.

• There are some areas where HP has a strong position in particular vertical industry or cross-

industry markets. fNPUT believes that to sustain market growth in an environment where
computer hardware is increasingly becoming a commodity, these markets need to be leveraged

and new ones developed.

• From a competitive viewp^in^HP is way ahead with regard to its desktop printer offerings.

Other products examined/with this small study seem to rank above average, but are not unique

enough as individual offerings to be perceived as highly differentiated in the present market.

Addition^ value-add is needed.

• HP's or^oing basic R&D and reputation for quality are probably undeMtfulized in terms of

creating its overall market image. '

YWMAC 10 Confidential - INPUT
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Hewlett Packard Image Study - McCann-Erickson

/
B. Recommendations

INPUT believes that HP can incr^e its market share for existing products and services as well as
develop new markets through a two;;f)ronged approad^^rgeting full solutions through the
integration of existing products as well as those of alliances, and better promotion of its existing
offerings through packaging. The following outlines the recommendations that INPUT would
make to HP, to accomplish those objectives.

• At the corporate level, leverage quality and R&D as the underlying dominant image ofHP in

the information services market.
/

/ . . .

• Consider the formation of (^ss-divisional marketing organizations to develop and refine

industry^aWcross-indus^y^pecific solutions. Promote these as utilizing the corporate theme
of quality and statej;^oTth^rt technology through research. (Such organizations may exist

within HP today. At the time of this writing, INPUTwas unable to determine whether they
did or didn t. Ifsuch organizations do exist they are not highly visible in terms ofHP's
promotional activity.) j

/
• Place more promotional empha^s on HP's commitment to open systems and alliances with

software and services firms will permit the development of full solutions.

• If, in fact, HP is planning to develop an internal ^y^ms Integration capability, utilize it to

promote and market the total solution approachtf^used on key vertical and cross-industry

markets.

YWMAC 11 Confidential - INPUT
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APPENDIX A

Hewlett-Packard Image Study Interview Guide





HEWLETJ^ACKARD IMAGE STUDY
Interview Guide

Name
Title

Company

Address

City/State/Zip:

Telephone:

We are trying to gather information on your perceptions of Hewlet^Packard as a participant in the

information services industry. It would be greatly appreciated ifyou could provide us with the

answers to a few brief questions to assist us in getting your impressions regarding HP's overall

image, your viewpoints on some specific classes^o|^roducts and service offerings, and any other
thoughts you might have regarding HP's participation in the market.

The following five terms describe ways in which HP and other companies in the industry

might be characterized. On a scale of 1 - 5 please give me your impression of the degree

to which the term applies to HP. ( 1 = Not applicable, 5 = Very applicable)

Systems Company (Hardware/Software)

Services Company
Hardware Manufacturer

Instrument Manufacturer

Solution Provider

2.0 Using the sarpe 1 to 5

the marketlslace?

/

2. 1 What would you say that HP's overall image is?

scal9\to what degree to you perceive HP to have a single image in

l/'

YWMAC - Interview Guide 1 Confidential - INPUT





3.0 other major industry playei^^articipates in a variety ofv^ical and cross-industry
markets. I'd like you to list each vertical or cross-industry mark^ where you believe that

HP has a significant position. For each one. I'd like you^cii^iijents as tp what HP
products or services help give HP a good market position.

Market Comments

Do you have any other comments on HP's position in vertical or cross-industry markets?

4.0 On a scale of 1 to S^how would you rate HP's image with regard to quality?

/

What products or services would you say give tlw^that quality rating? (Good or Bad.)

5.0 Could you please give me your view on how you believe the industi^^tes HP against its

competitors in each of the following categories of product or services^ ( 1 = Low, 5 =

High) I'd also like your impression of which of HP's competitors have superior offerings

in each category.

Rate Product/Service

Minicomputers

Peripherals

Workstations

PCs

Printers/Desk

Software

Field Serviced

Comments on Competitors

YWMAC - Interview Guide 2 Confidential - INPUT





Are there products or services that I failed to list that you would like to comment on? If

so, please rate and describe them below.

Rate Product/Service Comments on Competitors

6.0 What is your perception of HP's current corporate^el advertising in terms of conveying
a company identify or image? (Please use the 1 to 5 scale, 1 = Ineffective, 5 = Very
effective.)

6. 1 What is your perception of HP's producfor division c advertising? (Please use the

same rating scale as above.)

Do you believe that the market perceives HP as primarily a holding company or a provider

of integrated solutions? Please check the appropriate box below.

Q Holding Company
Integrated Solution Provider

Please give me any other information that yon think might be relevant to evaluating HP's
image in the information services marke^lace.

Thank you for your cooperation. Your responses will be kept in strictest confidence and will

make a valuable contribution to this study.

YWMAC - Interview Guide 3 Confidential - INPUT
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Research Consulting Proposal -July/20, 1992

HEWLETT-PACKARD IMAGE STUDY
For: McCANN-ERICKSON

BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES

A. Background

McCANN-ERICKSON, one of the leaders of the advertising industry, is seeking information on
Hewlett-Packard's position in the information systems and services industry. In particular

McCANN-ERICKSON would like to gain a better understanding of HP's overall image and how
it is perceived by its customers and competitors in the various information technology and

services markets it serves. To support McCANN-ERICKSON in obtaining the best information

availabl^he agency is considering engaging a market research and consulting firm with

specializ^lcnowledge in HP's industry group, and has asked INPUT to propose an approach.

INPUT proposes a twc>jpliased approach with the following specific objectives and scope.

B. Objectives & Scope

1 Phase I - Generation ofan Industry Competitive Profile

INPUT will prepare from its existing dat^dse of information on HP and its competitors a

written profile ofHP and the business ofits five major divisions. The profile will briefly

outline the products and services provided, major competitors for its various lines of

business, and INPUT'S assessment of HP's image in these businesses based on its

familiarity ^th HP's markets, customers and confpetition.

To wr^p^up INPUT will deliver a ^^day session to review the profile, and

discuss with McCANN-ERICKSON areas where additional information might be

required. In addition, at this session, INPUT will present background information on the

markets and competition in the various industry groupings in which HP participates.

2. Phase II - Field Research - HP's Image

Based on the results ofPhase /, INPUT will develop, with McCANN-ERICKSON, an

interview vehicle for field research. Utilizing INPUT'S knowledge of the appropriate

contacts in the industry, INPUT will conduct a 20 - 30 interview survey to gather

information on HP's corporate image. Interviews would be split between domestic and

international interviews (2/3 to 1/3). Results of this survey would be tabulated and

analyzed to provide McCANN-ERICKSON with more detailed information relevant to

gaining an understanding of HP's image.

YWMAC - Study Proposal 1 Confidential - INPUT
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Depending on the results of this initial survey,INPUT could extend the research study to

focus in on HP's specific business units. Most likely this phase would involve the

development of specific interview vehicles for each major business/market area. INPUT
believes that with its knowledge of the industry^ these more detailed studies could be

conducted with between 1 5 and 20 interviews each. They would provide specific

information on HP's image in specific market areas which would be useful in formulating

an overall view ofHP.

DELIVERABLES

1 . Phase I - Generation ofan Industry Competitive Profile

• Current profile ofHP including information previously described.

• On-site meeting to present profile and define further information needs.

2. Phase II - Field Research - HP's Image

• Written report including a discussion of methodology, analysis, results and

recommendations.

• On-site meeting to review results.

FEES AND SCHEDULES

A. Fees

INPUT'S total fee for Phase I is $5,000 payable upon authorization. The higlv;jevel field research

study proposed in part one ofPhase II is estimated at $12,500; and the more in-depth studies of

individual businesses will be individually estimated depending upon McCANN-ERICKSON's
requirements.

Travel and other incidental costs associated with field research studies (including telephone,

reproduction, etc.) will be billed at cost and estimated as part of each study proposal.

B. Schedules - To be mutually determined by McCANN-ERICKSON and INPUT.

QUALIFICATIONS/STAFFING

A. Qualifications

INPUT is well qualified to assist McCANN-ERICKSON in providing the desired information. As

a leading market research and consulting firm to the information services industry, INPUT has 1

7
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years of experience in analyzing market^yefidor strategies, user requirements and customer
satisfaction. , V

INPUT s network of key vendor^users and industry analysts pu^t in a unique position to gather
the types of information that McCANN-ERICKSON requires to gain an objective assessment of
HP s image. And, its existing data base of industry research provides a context for assessment of
HP's current positioning.

B. Staffing

This engagement will be under the overall direction of R. Dennis (Denny) Wayson, Vice President
and General Manager of INPI

DURATION C n VALIDITY

This proposal w. ,'iod of 30 days.

AUTHORIZATIi ^ ^
Authorization of tl

INPUT, together v

of the proposal will

AUTHORIZED BY:
INPUT

dieted by signing and returning a copy of the proposal to

100. Upon acceptance by E^UT. a countersigned copy

.v^aNN-ERICKSON,

ACCpTED BY:

Mc^NN-ERICKSON

Signature Signature

Name Name

Title Title

Date Date

YWMAC - Study Proposal 3 Confidential - INPUT
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TABULATION OF HP IMAGE STUDY QUESTIONNAIRES

1.1

Sys.

1.2

Svc.

1.3

Hdw
1.4

Ins

1.5

Sol

2.0

Img

5.0

Qly

6.1

Min

6.2

Per

6.3

Wks
6.4

PCs
6.5

Prt

6.6

Sof

6.7

Fsv

7.0

Adv
7.1

Div

8.1

Hid

8.2

Sol

McGilvray 3.0 4.0 5.0 5.0 4.0 4.0 5.0 3.0 3.0 5.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 1.0

Nilson 3.0 2.0 5.0 4.0 2.0 3.0 4.5 3.5 2.0 2.0 5.0 2.0 2.0

McGann 3.0 4.0 5.0 2.0 3.0 3.0 4.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 3.0 5.0 3.5 5.0 2.0 4.0 1.0

Richard 3.0 3.0 5.0 3.0 1.0 4.0 5.0 3.0 3.0 2.0 4.0 4.0 2.5 1.0

Imai 4.0 2.0 5.0 4.0 3.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 3.0 4.0 2.0 2.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 4.0

Lines 3.0 2.0 5.0 5.0 2.0 4.0 4.0 3.0 4.0 4.0 3.0 3.0 2.0 3.0 3.5 3.0

Frank 2.0 2.0 4.0 5.0 2.0 3.0 5.0 4.0 5.0 3.5 2.0 5.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.0 1.0

Cunningha 3.0 2.0 5.0 4.0 1.0 4.0 4.5 3.0 4.0 2.0 4.0 3.0 3.0 4.0 1.0

O'Flaherty 4.0 3.0 5.0 5.0 2.0 4.0 4.5 4.0 4.0 3.0 4.5 4.0 3.0 1.0

Wayson 4.0 2.0 5.0 5.0 2.0 4.0 5.0 4.0 3.0 4.0 3.0 5.0 3.0 4.0 2.5 3.0 1.0

3.2 2.6 4.9 4.2 2.2 3.7 4.6 3.5 3.7 3.6 2.4 4.3 2.9 3.8 3.0 3.2

Hardware M 4.9

Instrument 4.2

Systems Co 3.2

Services Co 2.6

Solution Pr 2.2

PERCEIVED COMPANY IMAGE CLASS

Image Rating (1-5), 5 High

Page 1
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Product Ratings

Personal Pr 4.3

Field Servic 3.8

Peripherals 3.7

Mini-Compu 3.5

Workstation 3.6

Software 2.9

Personal C 2.4

PERCEPTION OF HP PRODUCTS/SERVICES

Personal Printers

Field Services

Peripherals

Mini-Computers

Workstations

Software

Personal Computers

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5

Product/Service Rating (1-5), 5 High

Page 2
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TABULATION OF HP IMAGE STUDY QUESTIONNAIRES

1.1

Sys.

1.2

Svc.

1.3

Hdw
1.4

Ins

1.5

Sol

2.0

Img

5.0

Qly

6.1

Min

6.2

Per

6.3

Wks
6.4

PCs
6.5

Prt

6.6

Sof

6.7

Fsv

7.0

Adv
7.1

Div

8.1

Hid

8.2

Sol

McGilvray 3.0 4.0 5.0 5.0 4.0 4.0 5.0 3.0 3.0 5.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 1.0

Nilson 3.0 2.0 5.0 4.0 2.0 3.0 4.5 3.5 2.0 2.0 5.0 2.0 2.0

McGann 3.0 4.0 5.0 2.0 3.0 3.0 4.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 3.0 5.0 3.5 5.0 2.0 4.0 1.0

Richard 3.0 3.0 5.0 3.0 1.0 4.0 5.0 3.0 3.0 2.0 4.0 4.0 2.5 1.0

Imai 4.0 2.0 5.0 4.0 3.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 3.0 4.0 2.0 2.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 4.0

Lines 3.0 2.0 5.0 5.0 2.0 4.0 4.0 3.0 4.0 4.0 3.0 3.0 2.0 3.0 3.5 3.0

Frank 2.0 2.0 4.0 5.0 2.0 3.0 5.0 4.0 5.0 3.5 2.0 5.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.0 1.0

O'Flaherty 4.0 3.0 5.0 5.0 2.0 4.0 4.5 4.0 4.0 3.0 4.5 4.0 3.0 1.0

Wayson 4.0 2.0 5.0 5.0 2.0 4.0 5.0 4.0 3.0 4.0 3.0 5.0 3.0 4.0 2.5 3.0 1.0

3.2 2.7 4.9 4.2 2.3 3.7 4.6 3.5 3.7 3.5 2.5 4.3 2.9 3.8 3.0 3.1

Hardware M 4.9

Instrument 4.2

Systems Co 3.2

Services Co 2.7

Solution Pr 2.3

PERCEIVED COMPANY IMAGE CLASS

Hardware Mfg.

Instrument Mfg.

Systems Co.

Services Co.

Solution Provider

0.0

3.2

2.7

2.3

4.9

4.2

1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0

Image Rating (1-5), 5 High

5.0
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Product Ratings

Personal Pr 4.3

Field Servic 3.8

Peripherals 3.7

Mini-Compu 3.5

Workstation 3.5

Software 2.9

Personal C 2.5

PERCEPTION OF HP PRODUCTS/SERVICES

Personal Printers

Field Services

Peripherals

Mini-Computers

Workstations

Software

Personal Computers

2.9

2.5

3.8

3.7

3.5

3.5

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5

Product Rating (1-5), 5 High

4.3

4.0 4.5
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Hewlett-Packard Image Study
R. Dennis Wayson - August 1992

1 . HP as a:

Systems Company Y-2 N- 3, 3, 3, 3, 4, 4,

Services Company Y-1 N-1 4, -, 4, 3, 2, 3,

Hardware Manufact.Y-2 N- S, S, ^9 ^9

Instrument Manu. Y-1 N-1 5, -9 2, 3, 4, 5,

Solution Provider Y-1 N-1 49 2, 3, -, 3, 2,

Note: only 2 respondents marked Y/N answers

/:

Overall Image

Quality products, quality image, strong competitor

Good to very good - nothing bad

Have seen evidence in the press they are setting up SI functions, but

they still look and feel like a hardware manufacture

One of excellent companies

Mid-range computer manufacturer which has a strength in

engineering and process control sectors

2. Single image in the market

4, 3, 3, 4 (hardware), 4, 4,

Solutions provider as opposed to product or service orientation.

Products are important, but the predominant image is one of

capability to solve a problem or meet a need.

Mid-size computer manufacturer - process control and discrete

manufacturer

H/P laser printer is an industry standard

Hardware provider

Minicomputers and workstations

Manufacturer

High quality products and go their own way





4. Vertical industry/corss-industry markets - HP strong image

Personal Computing / Hand-held calculators/devices

Instrumentation

Office Products/Admin. - Laser printers are the standard of the

industry

Mid-size computer manufacturer - process control and discrete

manufacturer

H-P Laser printer is an industry standard

Engineering/Scientific - Hardware capabilities/uptime - Customer
Service

Discrete Manufacturing - Hardwae capabilities/uptime - Customer
Service

Process Manufacturing - Hardware capabilities/uptime - Customer
Service - Control of Process Equipment - Machine control equipment
- strip floor

Health - Hardware capabilities/uptime - Customer Service -

biomedical lab work primarily

Engineering

Process Control

Financial

Manufacturing (MRP and factory floor)

No other comments on H-P’s position in vertical/cross-industry markets





5. H-P Quality

5, 4.5, 5, 4, 4.5

Virtually all that I have come into contact with. H-P is to their

products/markets as Sony is to consumer electronics

H-P 3000, H-P laser printers

Good reputation for overall functionality and technological

excellence, usually at the forefron in technology

Hardware

All

6. HP Against competitors:

Mini-Computers 3, 3.5, 3, 3, 4,4

Dec
Dec
IBM/DEC
DEC/IBM

^dS/h

8>

(r

Periperals
9

Workstations
Sun
Sun marginally

Sun
Sun
Sun

?, -, 3.5, ?, 3, DK

3, 2, 4, 3, 4, 4,

3

Personal Comp. ?, 2, 3, 2, 2,

3

IBM, Apple
Most PC compatible vendors & Mac
IBM, Compaq

Personal Printers 5, 5, 5, ?, 2, 4.5
9

None

Software (Apps.) ?, ?, 3.5, ?, 3, DK
?

IBM, CA

Field Service 4, ?, 5, 4, 3,

4

?
9

BC





Products or or service lines overlooked?

Don’t know enough about HP product line to properly answer this

question.

Some system and software

7. Perception of H-P’s Current advertising?

Overall corporate image? 3, 3, 4, ?, 4,

2

nothing much comes to mind

Product or division specific? 4, DK*, 3.2**, 3-5

*Although I have seen
**Probably because of diverse product line

8. Market perceives H-P as primarily a:

Holding company - x, x,

Full service solutions provider - x, x, x,

Comments:

HP as a very large company

Neither of the above - About 4 years ago in Miimeapolis, I attended

the H-P Expo. They were demonstrating a full range of products.

That exhibit greatly raised my impression of H-P. TTiey showed wafer

level IC’s, CAD/CAM, very large plotters, test equipment, etc. That

show has stayed in my mind for years. Where I cannot recall one
single H-P ad which I am sure I have seen. Similarily - 1-1/2 years

ago I went to another demo session by NEC with GTSI. I still

remember their color lasor printer.

HP does not seem to profit in image from its individual strengths.

ADDITIONAL NOTES

Look up Oracle questionnaire (YNORI) in files to get some additional question

ideas. O’Flaherty

H-P just signed with NH as an SI client. I have answered a few hotlines, mostly on
market segments, size, etc. I do NOT have an SI profile on them and would
welcome your contribution. Nilsen
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HEWLETT PACKARD IMAGE STUDY

FROM: Denny Wayson
TO: Tom 0, John McGann, J. P., A1 , John Frank

Laura, John McGilvary, Laura Torrey

I recently signed a QAD kind of agreement with McCann-Er ickson
to gather industry impressions of HP's corporate image. This is
just a $5,000 job that could lead to a significantly larger piece
of business, if they like what they see on this go-around.

A copy of the proposal which was signed last week is attached.
My approach for this paortion of the contract is to get your
opinions regarding HP's image as well as contact on my own a

couple of industry consultants and HP's competitors. It would
really help me outif you could give a little thought to some of
the guestions/issues stated below and jot down your thoughts.

You can fax anything you've got back to Judy. Anything that you
could give me would be of considerable help. Keep in mind that
were focusing primarily on the computer industry aspects of HP's
image... say not the controls division. To prompt your memory
about HP, I had intended to enclose a current profile. However,
I'm sitting here at my parent's house and don't even have the
vaguest notion of whether we have one. If we do, j'udy will
attach it.

1 . Do you think of HP as a :

Systems Company Y/N 1-5 = Degree

Services Company Y/N 1-5 = Degree

Hardware Manufact. Y/N 1-5 = Degree

Instrument. Manu. Y/N 1-5 = Degree

Solution Provider Y/N 1-5 = Degree

Comments on HP's Overall Image :

2. On a scale of 1-5 to what degree do you perceive HP
to have a single image in the market?

If above 3, what would you say that image is?





HP IMAGE STUDY PAGE 2

4. Please list either the vertical industry markets or
industry markets in which you think HP has a strong
For each one comment on the product or service that
gives them good position.

cross-
image .

you think

MARKET COMMENTS

Any other comments on HP's position in vertical/cross-industry
markets :

5. On the good old 1-5 scale please rate HP on guality?

What products or services would you say give them that
image? (Good or bad.)

6. Could you please give me your view on how you believe the
industry rates HP against its competitors in each of the fol-
lowing categories. Include list of competitors who you believe
to be better perceived in the market.

PRODUCT/SERVICE 1-5 SUPERIOR COMPETITORS

Mini -Computers

Per iperals*

Workstations

Personal Comp.

Personal Printrs .

Software (Apps.)

Field Service
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HP IMAGE STUDY- PAGE 3

Are there product or service lines which I have overlooked? If
so please give me the product or service offering and your view of
HP's position.
7.

What is your perception of HP's current advertising?
Please use the 1-5 scale.

Overall corporate image?

Product or division specific?

8. Do you think that the market perceives HP as primarily a
holding company

( ), or a full service solutions provider,
( )? (Please check the appropraite box?

9. Please give me any other information that you feel would be
useful in meeting the project objectives for Phase I:

Thanks ! RDW
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HEWLETT PACKARD IMAGE STUDY

FROM: Denny Wayeon
'I'O: Tom 0. John MeUann, J. i'., Ai, John FranK

T.aura, John McGilvary, Torrey

1 recently siqned a QAD Kind of agreement with McCann-Er ickson
to qathor indnnfcry imprccciono of IIP'R corporate imago. This is

jnst a $5,000 job that could lead to a signii icantl v .larger piece
of buaineiss, if tli*;y lake what they .'>oo on this qo-nround.

A copy ot the proposal which was s.1qned last week is attaelied.

My approach for this paortion of the contract ic to qot your
opinions regarding HP'S imago a.R well as contact on my own a

COUP.1G of Industry consultant:; and HP's cumpeti tur s . It would
rcully Vicip mo outif you could qivo a little thought to some of
the qunsti on:;/i ;;sucs stated below and jOt down your thoughts.

You can fax anytliing you've got back to Jxidy . Anything I’.hat you
could give me would be of considerable help. Keep in mind that
were focu.^ing primarily on the computer induntry acpcctc of HP's
image... say not tho controls division. To p^rompt your memory
about HP, I had Intended to enclose a current prufilt:. However,
I'm hitting here at my parent 'c houoo and don't even have the
vaqne.st notion of whether wfi have one. If we do, Judy will
attach it. Prof w-e- OM

1. Do you think of IIP as a:

systems Company 1-5 = Degree

.Rprvjees Company 1-5 = Degree:

Hardware Manufact
• O'" 1-5- Degree H

Instrument. Manu

.

(3<n 1-5 = Deg roe 5"

solution Provider Y® 1-5 = Degree

Comment:? on HP’s Overal

1

1 mage

:

2. On a scale of 1-5 to what degree do you perceive HP
to nave a single Image In the market? ^

above 3, what would you say that image is?

^ J
t 4.O O \J J pytTCAUM

UVvvjC U <X f 0 :

- ^oecl

Tf
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HP IMAGK ?;TnT)y - page z

Pl«a«f» list Pithor Lhc vertical IridubUry markets or cross-

industry markets J n which you think HP has a strnno imaqO-

1-or each one commont on thn product or service that you thjnk

gives them good position.

MARKET COMMENTS
^

pyvvrk/S qeocfl Mm ^or 4»r i^jTo Com^vK^

reel

jMiVii h^tkr Xx5C /TKS

Uj^(K^ Ho Djti^ ^UtA_

Any other comments on HP's position in vertical /ci css-industry

m.irkets :

5. On the good old J-h scale please lahe HP on quality?

What products or sprvices would you say give tliem that

image? (Good or had.) ^

ujU<^ (o/W^ h

Could you please give me your view on how you holipvo the

industry rates HP against its competitors in each uT the fol-

lowing categories. TncluOc list of compctitorc who you beliovp

to be better perceived in tho market-

PRODUCT/SFRVICE

Ml nl-Computeib

1-5

•i

.5UPEUT 0R COMPETITORS .

Per i DO r a Is*

WorketationE

(yi'yf /' \cL^,r ^

PiJt^iijnal Como. 'L, 6 w(«/i M /k)fs Hf^

Personal pr 1 ntrs

.

5
Sof twa rp ( Anns .

)

3
Field Service >3,
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HP IMAGE STUDY- HAGh: 3

Art! ttitirt! product or amvice lines wliioh 1 lidvo over.looked? If
uo ploaoc qivo me tho product or corvicQ offering and your viou of
HP's position.

7.

8 .

what is your perrRptinn of IIP'.S ourront advertising?
Please use the 1-0 scale.

overall corporate image? ^

Product or division specific?

T)o you think that th^ market pRrr.Rivf>.s IIP a.k primarily a

hultliiK) company (_V^_) / or a full service solutions piovitKo ,

( )? (Pleafift check the appropraite box?

9. Plca.”!sc give me any other information that you feel would
useful in meeting Lhe project objectives for Phase 1:

be

'J'hanic.s! !<1)W
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Hescurch C.onsultiufi Proposal - July. 20, 1902

HEWLETT-PACKARD IMAGE STUDY
For: McCANN-ERICKSON

BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES

A. Background

McCANN-ERlC.KSON, one of the leaders of the advcrlisiiig industry, is seeking information on
Hewlett-Packard's position in the information systems and services industry. In particular
McCANN-ERICKSON would like to gain a better understanding of HP’s overall image and how
it is pciceived by its customers and competitors in the various inlbnnaiion technology and
services markets it serves To support McCANN-ERICKSON in obtaining the best information
available the agency is considering engaging a market research and consulting firm with
specialized knowledge in HP's industry group, and has asked INPUT to propose an approach.

INPUT piopo.se.s a two phased approach with the following specific objectives and scope.

B. Objectives & Scope

1 Phase / - Generation ofan Industry Competitive Profile

INPUT will prepare from its existing dalaba.se of information on HP and its competitors a
written profile ofHP and the business of its five major divisions. The profile will briefly
outline the products and services provided, major competitors for its various lines of
business, and INPUT’S assessment of HP's image in these busines.ses based on its

familiarity with HP’s markets, cu.stomers and competition.

I o wiap-up [base I INPU J will deliver a 1/2 day session to review the profile, and
discuss with McCANN-IiRICKSON areas where additional information might be
lequired. In addition, at this session, INPUT will present background information on the
markets and competition in the various industry groupings in which HP participates.

2. Phase II - PieId Research - HP's linage

Based on the results of Phase f INPUT' will develop, with McCANN-ERICKSON, an
intci view vehicle for field research. Utilizing INPUT 's knowledge of the appropriate
contacts in the indu.stry, INPUT will conduct a 20 - 30 interview survey to gather
information on HP's corporate image. Interviews would be split between domestic and
international interviews (2/3 to 1/3). Re.sults of this survey would be tabulated and
analyzed to provide McCANN-ERICKSON with more detailed information relevant to
gaining an understanding of HP's image.

P_MCCAN1.DOC Page 2 of 4 Property q/ - IN PUT
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IIcwlctt-Pnckord Jnia^’c Study - McCcmn-Khrkson

Depending on ihe results of this initial survey INPUT could extend the research study lo

focu.s in on HP's specific busines.s units. Most likely this phase would involve the

development of specific interview vehicles for each major business/market area. INPUT
believes that with its knowledge of the industry these more detailed .studies could be
conducted with between 15 and 20 interviews each. T hey would provide specific

information on HP's image in specific market areas which would be useftil in formulating
an overall view of IIP.

DELIVERABLES

I . Phase / - Generation ofan Industry Competitive Profile

• Current profile ofHP including information prcviou.sly described.

• On-site meeting to present profile and define further information needs.

2. Phase II - hield Research - HP's Intake

• Written report including a discus.sion of methodology, analysis, results and
recommendations.

• On-site meeting to review results.

FEES AND SCHEDULES

A. Fees

INPUTS total I'ee for Phase / is $5,000 payable upon authorization. The high level field research
study proposed in part one ofPhase II is estimated at $12,500, and the more in-depth studies of
individual bu.sinesscs will be individually estimated depending upon McCANN-ERICKSON'S
requirements.

Travel and other incidental costs associated with field research studies (including telephone,
repi oduction, etc.) will be billed at cost and estimated as part of each study proposal.

B. Schedules - To be mutually determined by McCANN-ERICKSON and INPUT.

QUALIFICATIONS/STAFFING

A. Quniificntioiis

INPU r is well qualified to assist McCANN-ERICKSON in providing the desired information As
a leading market research and consulting firm to the information services industry, INPUT has 1

7

P_MCCAN1.DOC
P.'tgc of 4 Property of- INPUT
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Jlcwhu-Packard Imnnis Study - McConn^F.rickso,,

user requiremcnls and customer

the types onnformalb^ttoM^CANN^ “ Salherm image. And, its existing data basing, °f
HP's current positioning.

of '"duslry research provides a context for as.sessment of

^ Stafllng

This engagement will be under the
and General Manager oflNPUT.

overall direction of R. Dennis (Denny) Wayson. Vice President

duration of this proposals validity

This proposal will remain valid for a period of.10 days.

authorization

rw“etl,e?i^^ telorning a copy ofthe proposal to
Of the proposal will be returned to McC/s^N-ERICKSON

^

authorized by-
input ACCEPTED BY:

McCANN-ERICKSON

^Signature
Signature

Name
Name

Title

Title

Date
Date

R.MCCANI.DOC
Pago 4 of 4
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FROM I uenny Waynon
I'O* Tow O, John Moyann. j

. y., ai. John KranK
Tiauva; John MwOilVftry, Torrcy

i cuccnt.ly hlqndd a QAO Rind of ayrMwiaeat wiuh Moftann-Eri«R*«n
f.n qn^-V.'.r InRiinhry impFcOOionn of IIV'M COfpsr&ta ifflbClO, Thit Is
jn*t 71 Jnb that could load to a Blgnii leantlV Jaraer Pl«0U

UuoliiVUL,, ii tlni/ •'.iKn wlifiV q»<i *n H»i»

A OQpy ot tna propoaai. which wa« «]qnod ia»i wook I** .-’-tjuliuj

.

rtjr approach for chJ« poor<.ion or the contract le tc «?ot yowr
onlniena rconrAlno IIh'.j 1m*an a« wr) 1 aa rsontuct on ny 6Vn a
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,
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were focoolng primarily on tht computer induntry aopccuo of HP's

M«y not. the controls d^v^R^fln, To prowpt your tndmory

aDoue Mr, I had Inttndcfl to onciwou » uuuntit ptorliw, ficwov.M.-,

T*ib ol thing here ok my parent 'o hoiioe and don't cwon haw* tho
vaeiiiMMt nrit'inn iif whcthor wii have cna . If wo du> Juuy will
attach U-- Ctio 6*J

TSf''

I5f> you think of nr 09 ft >

Syatemo ttunpony (3>n l-S. Deqcee

aarvlcfts Company 1-^E Tloflrftft z
Hardwaro Manufact. (^N 1-5- DsgrcP 5
Inatrumant . Hanu. 1-5- tlugree 5"

.'Solution rroviaer T<J) i-3* peqree

OoTnmnnr.,. nr, MP‘« 0>rf;.-Rl1
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00 »LQ»C0 c?lvc> rnu the product nr sorvlc* offoring nnd your uinu n£
UP'a poatllou.

7. UVi»r. <* y«i>r n«rnA;>h4«in nf MP<» <^iirr«nfc Adv-nrii^ing?
Plwiigg uuv t)iu 1-3

OvnriJJ corporsio imtflOY

Vredyck ar dlvlalen pacll'lc?

T)f> ymi t.hlnV tVinh r.ha tnnrifrtr pornnlvnc IIP aa pMrnamy H
)luliJl(KI UUKipully ' Pull «ul

u

1

1

'•' 11 '^ piwvIO^it ,'

( > f (riaana fthaok fch« approprait« boxV

p)«aaa xiytt any s^hur Inr « L-m* 1 1 oil «ht>» yoM fewl vould toe
Ip (iitfetinc] prujoct. objocuivgg lor Phaag I i
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HEWLETT^PACKARn IMACE STUDY

FBOMi Ucnny Wayfton
TO: Tom 0, John McOann. j. l'.< Ax. Jonn FranK

T.auiro, John McOilvmry, Tocrcy

i rcccnt.lY Slqnea a QAD kind of atjr«emejit -iuli McCann-Erickaon

to gothcr indunhry imprcooiono of live corporato imugo. This is

j««r. fl $3,000 Job that coula Icatf to a slgnUicantiV Jarqer pieco

off buoiueao, 1C Utwy like whal they .•*«« on this qo-oround.

A copy ot the proposal which was sioned last week Js attauhed*

Hy Qppirooch for this paortion oC tho contract lo to qct your

opinions re^ardinf) llH's wpi i ns rnnhiicfc on my own a

coupje of Industry consultants and HP's cyiuptiKura, rt vouid

rcolly holp mo outif you could qivo * little thought to snma of

t.ViB qiinsti onjs/i .tftuos Stated below and jot down your thouQhts,

You can Caf{ anything you'v« got back to Jvidy. Anything I'.hnt. yf>u

could srive me vouid bo of consinorspie help. Keep In mind thut

were focuaing primarily on the computur indunfcry acpcotc of HP's
imago... say not the contrnl.« rtWiKinn, To prompt your memory
about Hr, l had Intended to cnciouc « uunent ptufiiw- llowcvei'

,

I'm flitting here at my parent'e houow *nd don't avan hava the

vanu«Rt. notion of whether vc have one. If ve cio« jutiy viii
attdch It. ^lio f>«.oF\c«f o^‘

Do you think of HP os a:

Systems company Y/N 1-5= V

Sprvieos r.ompany V/N 1-S= ^
Hardware Manufaefc. Y/N 1-5- ^
Instrument. Manu. V/N 1-5- ^
.Solution Provider Y/N i-5=

Deqree

hogree

Dsgroa

bog 1*00

ceqree

Comment?; on llP*s Qvorall Imanf:

///j4
JJtr

On a ccalo of 1-S to what dagroe do you percoivo HP

to hava a sinqie image in the market?

Tf above 3, what would ymi khv that imrifin is?

ir M
}
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HT> IMAOP STUDY - KACJE ^

/I.
list PU.hftr

industry marVets J ii vhich you thin
. -orvlce ttiaL

I'or ea«h one ceimmont on thp product or service

thorn good position.

cco«s-
Imaqc

.

you think

Any other comment! on HP'n ponUlon In vcctlcol /e.e.n-lnientty

m.TrkCtS

:

S. On th«

V.s

nnod old J-.*! scajft picas«

What products or Bprvloes

(Good or had •

)

ioJaC Hr on quolity?

uouia you say give th*® that

6. •ould you 0.1 ease give me your view on hov you
.

.a be better perceived in the market.

pRorjucr/SP.RVicc

Mlnl-Computeia

Porimera 1 s*

Workatationc

Rtfi&onal Comp,

t/orsonoi prlntr S.

goftonro (Anpg.J,

Plotd Sorvlea

.'lUPLUrOB COMPETITORS
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HP IMAGE STUDY- RACy 3

Arc t^icrc product of Bervice lliiesf wliich 1 havu ovorl oo)crd7 ir

uQ ploseo qive* mo tho product or RArviec offering and your vxftu of

HP's position.

7. WRnt yniir parroptinn nf

ricuBtf ust; thu 1-5 BOul«.

(jvr.ran corporatft imaoev

MU'S

5

ojrront

Product or division specific?

advertising? , .

/
)uir^

fl.

<5.

no you thinv that thp m;irk-nt. porop.ivrjs IIP hs primarily a

liuldiliM cuwpuny (_iC5r^ ' full tUrtwicw BuluticJiB piuvjiKir',

( )? (Meane chock tho appropraito boa<7

FJce-io give me any other information that you feel would
uaoful in meeting the project objectives for Phase 1:

be

Thank’S! K|)W
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HEWLETT PACKARD IMAGE STUDY

FROM: Denny WayRon
TO; Tom 0, John MeUann, J. i'.. Ai, John Frame

T.aui-a, John MeGilvary, Torrey

1 rcccnt.lV slqned a QAD Kind of agr Hement with McCann-Er ickson

to gathc?r induntry imprcccionc- of IIP'R corporate image. This is

jnRt a $5,000 job that could lead to a signii Icantl V .larger piece

of Dubineas, if thi.-y like what they on this qo-nround.

A copy ot the proposal which was signed last week is attuohwd.

My approach for this paortion of the contr.act ic to got your

opinions regarding 11P‘R image a.«: veil as contact on my own a

COUP.1G Of Industry consultant.s and HP's cuiiipeti tors . It would

reolly help me outif you could qivo a little thought to some of

the en.s/i sj.sucs stated below and jot down your thought.s.

You can fax anything you've got back to Judy- Anything th.at you

could give me would be of considerable help. Keep in mind that

wc'rc focu.^ing primarily on the computer industry aopccto of IIP ' f-

imtigo... «ay not tho controls division. To prompt your memory

about HP, I had Intended to enclovc a cuixent piufilt!. liowciver

,

I'm .fitting here at my parent’e houoo and don’t even have the

vaquo.st notion of whether wo have one. If we do. Judy will
attach it. <: too OM

1 . Do you think of IIP as a

;

Systems Company Y/N 1-5 =

.Rprvjcps Company Y/N 1-5 =

Hardware Manufact. y/N 1-5- 5
^

Instrument. Mnnu

.

Y/N 1-5 =

Solution Provider Y/N 1-5 = 4

Comment;; on llP’.s Overall Image ;

/^ODuCTS,

Degree

Deg roe

Degree

Dog roo

Degree

//77/9-^fr, ^e^A/Or

2. On a scale of 1-S to what degree do you perceive HP

to have a single Image In the market ? 4

Tf above . what, would you .say that image is?

^AtPAJi/4/'7z/ 72> A
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HP IMAOF STUDY - PAtJE ?.

Pleasft list. pU.Vior the vertical iru3usiUi-y markets or cross-

indu.stry markets in which you think HP has a strnno image,

for each one comment on the product or service that you think

give.s thorn good posit.Ion.

MARKET cnWMI-MTS .

^ 77^
~Syy^^i0/9^ 77f^

SU^
fbfT/'d^ /7w1/077/MflA>

Any other comments on HP’.s position in vortical /ci os.*t-industry

m.nrkets

:

On the good old J-h scale plea.^5e laho HP on quality?

What products or .sprvices would you say give Lliem that

(t;ood or had.) yT^fiT Z
0^/7?^. H'-P M rz>

M W Tb CO/U^rfi^>C ^c^crrecKfic^ .

'

5. could you please give me your view on how you holiRvc the

industry rates HP again.st its competitors in each oT the foi

lowing categories. Tnclude list of competitors who you beliovp

to be better perceived in the m.irkot-

PRODUCT/SF.RVICE

Ml nl-Computei

s

1-5 nUPEUIOR COMPETITORS

TSrn.

Peri po r a Is*

Workstations

'?

5 JA)

I’MtSimial Comp. 7

porsonai printrs. r
S<iftwarp (Anos.)

-7 —
Fif^ld Service 4
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HP IMAGE STUDY- PACK 3

Arcj ttierci product or servlet; lines which 1 have overlooked? IT
CO plcaco qivo me tho product or Rorvice offering and your vioo of
HP'S position.

7. what is ynnr pprreptinn of MP'.s c\irrcnt advertising?
Please use tlie 1-5 scale.

overa].! corporate image? 4

Product or division specific?

fi. T)o you think that the m.arknt pwrcRivos IIP a.s primarily a

holdiiK) cuiiipuny
( ). oi a full seivice soluLiuns pLuvid«.:r,

( JC ) ? (Please check the appropraite box?

9. P]ca.*sc give me any other information that you fool would be
useful in meeting the project objectives for Phase 1:

•J'Manks! !<DW
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fbomj Denny Wayeen
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1

*0 : Ton 0, John McUann. J. y., AH
Tiiura/ John neOilvary,

1 rttCont.iv nJqnta s qad Kind of ttyrMH
to gathur inAuntry imprceeleno of UP
jM«f. n iR.non jnb that could load to
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John Franx
'i'orroy

neut wlUi HcCann-Srickaon
fe corporate ioiago. This is
» BlgniileantlV Jarcar piece

of OumIuoss. If Unjy liKo vh«L they oee on this go-oreund

A copy ot tns proposal which van sjqn
My approach for thj« paortien of the
opinions rsparding llP’o imagr» an wall
COUpla Of industry consultants and HP
roully hn3p tie outif yea eould give *
the qtmot.InnM/iKfiOCft Rtstsd bslov and

td last week is «tt>iuiiwU.
ijnntraet is to get your
nn contact on isy own a
's cuupcLiturb. XL veuld
littla thought to soma of
jot down your thouohta.

nn

You ean fax anything you've got back
could give ne vouid bo of eunsidorAbljt
were focusing prinarily on the couputy
inago... wny not the contrma dlvisl
about HP» X had Intendsd to snciuuo a
l*m flitting here at eiy parent 'e house
vanensr. notion of whether un have one
attach it. ^ iio ^fco^u-r oiJ H-pS

io Judy. Anything r.hnt you
help. Keep In mind that

r industry aopcoto of HP's
To prompt your msmory

uurtant ptufllw, Ilowover

«

wnd don't ovsn hav# tho
If vs doi Judy vlli

). bo you think ot HP as ai

systems company j-3^

Korviroa Company

Hardware Mahufaefc. (^/U 1-&+

Znstrurawnt. Menu. l.sj

.Solution froviasr (j!ht i-3i

CnmBinntfl on HV«g flyrrall iwnnr ;

^eoP 7b ^oCP

3

s

On a seals oc 1-5 to vhat dsgrss
to havfc a single inige in the na.

Tf ahnvn !1, whwt would you way r.h

yY\(D Si'Ze fAAtfu

\{ (^ lA^t^ /?2(A^reiv js

Deorss

booron

Dogres

beg reft

oeqres

do you parcel ve HP
rlKat? y

at Imaflf* la?

»«-At7V*6T^ _

fl t.’ s n/Odt^D
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HP lia (57 STUDY * *

ITllZ «n »r ..rv.c. ,o»

5jiv^» t.hnip good position. S

^

3
HAPKKT cnMMKNTS

6 .

Any other comavPti on HP*

RwtrketB

:

On thm good Old i-i sc»J«

A . S' Whst products or «

H nugs? (Good or Psd.)

)\jf

H/e

position in vortical /ctobw-indusiry

plfiHSH isiiO HP on quality?

•rvicos vould yoo say give tliow thst

JhiL, s -

could yuu plcsst givs oc your view on hov you ..

industry rntos HV Jmlifsindustry rntos HV aosinnr its compoT^ii-utn *«
^

loulno CBtSQOrlOS. TmcIuOu It.t of coopetltoro who you Soli

7 - im
Le ho bettor pcreolvud J:

pnoD«cT/sr.pvic5 i-s

Minl^coffputotu S> ^

y^ytcfltations

ywLBonsl Coop. ,

soft.vnr* IABOB.J.

PlnW Sorvlgg ,

7^

2.

the oarhot.

luraUTOP coMPWXvoas
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Aru thiiru ^ruduct ur Mitr^icv lifi

uo pioaeo qivo mo tho product or

HP's position*

7, Whut*. is your purmptlnn of

riviiov UHv thl^ l*-9

uv(irs3i eorpnrstn imsgoV

Product or division sptcif

B. T)o yoi) think thst thn mnrkot pnrnRivoB Mh rh primJirUy a

liuldiitu cuoipuji} (_ I oi

( _)? (PiosH ehoek ih«

9.

4- /f'

fibooT '4<'o , X

THev Winter Txrmo sTiLffTioi \ Puil.

'TH'^T FM'6/T' (fhf^SfO'^ ot^ H (P-

'They SttiuJcrt^ \dhPiio- tfvrt

Pl^77W-<,^ im>T t^uifnusr^T
^
£tft

847697-^ 415 961 3966:4 4

Jul 2?. 93 9!22 No. 007 P.O?

i«y wlilL'h I liovu ovorj ookcO T ZX

cnrvie* offaring and your vinv «£

np*s corrnnt advortising?

e?

u full Mvivlcti Mvlutluuw piuvidcr.
apprnpraito kox?

?)eaae <iivo me any other i'lformation thst you feel veuld be

uocful in mvrtinfi the proj »ct objectivos for Phase I:

fitlTTKiO^ ^ £^)^PC> ,

T)(;-7nto
/s^rc.

Coi-cA, UrS*^

c s.

^

Tnancsi kdw

-jUf>T SttBiU S7/IY40 >^'i ^

Uftatf X c/i-/ yor
5r~«<.6- n!^ aO c^fHoH

- I
ytx/n I'Ko w6-~n- Vt> Th

lO

rrft-

,
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HEWLETT PACKARD IMACS STUDY

FROM I Ucnny Hay»on
TO: Tom 0. John McGann, j. i'.. Ai. Jonn Franic

T.ouira; John McOilvary, Torrcy

1 recently .«ilc;nea a qad Kind of byreeuieut «il1i McCann-Erickaon
to gather indiintry imprcooiono of IIP'# corporato imago. This is

Jnst n js.OOO job that could lead to a signli IcantiV larger piece
or Uudlaebs. IC tako vhau they oe« on this go-around,

A copy ot the proposal which was signed last weoX ja dttjchwd.
My approach for thja paortlen or th« contract ie to got your
opinions regarding llP'r; imago as wpI 1 ns contact on my own a

couple of industry consultants and HP’w cympwtlLura. Tt would
rcolly help me outi£ you could givy a lattlo thought to «omo of
tho qnnKti orijj/i .tfiucs Stated below and jot down your thouaht.s.

You can fax Jinythiny you'VA got back to Judy. Anything thnf. you
could give me would b« of cwnsl dcrapie neip. Keep in mind thut
were focusing prlmnrlly on the cemputur indunfcry aapeota of HP's
imago... vwy not the controls rtWisinn. To prompt your memory
about HP. 1 had Intended to oncloac n i;urz«nt ptorilw. Ilowovni*,
7‘m njtting here at my parent's houoo and don’t ovsn have the
vagunsr, notion of whether we
attuch it. ^tio on

1 . j)o you think of UP os ai

Systoms company Y/N

,g»rvjr»s r.nmpany V/N

Hardwire Manufaot. Y/W

Instrument. Manu. Y/n

solution Provider r/N

Comments on HP's nverall

have one. If v© do. Judy win

1-5- 3 Degree

1-S= V- begrcR

1-5- 5T Degree

1-5- 2- beg rcc

1-5? 3 Degree

^ c

IC c '>

1 m:<oe ;

2. On a ccale of 1-5 to what degree do you perceive HP
to have a single image in the market?

jj
Tf above what, would yr)» K«y that, imann is?
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HP IMA(?E STUDY - V’ACiK 7.

A. Pi®aco list pU.Viftr the? vertical iridusU'y markets or ero«c-
industry roarXets Jn vliicx you think HP hiiR a at.Khno Iwaoc.
I’or each one oommont on thp product or service that you think
^ivpA t.hom good position.

MARKET cnMMKNTS

Jj
r .* u fi J -

!•'' tC
> ,

£1 n t y S r 1 ».
;

^ < C

Oi^Crs.'^L
1

/up ‘ ' "-t-

/ ct r-6^ c i /«^p Tt- S
’^ iCr<^'( t

’ /• / “ C \

Any other eomfnents on HP’s po.sition In vertical /cicss-induntry
m.Trkets

:

r K* / r C / .
*

'/ c — / *' » i N k / • r f r 1/ / , <

5. On the ^ood Old J-.S ScajR pieas« laio HP on quality?

What prcd'jots or R»»rvines voulo you say giv® uliom that
imhge? (oood or bad.)

d. CouJd ywu please give mo your vio« on hov you hr^Hftvn the
induebry ratos HP against Its competitors in oacn wj; the fol-

lowing cateqorles. Tticlud*.: list of competiuon; who you bolj^v*

Lo be better petecived in the market.

PPODUCT/SF.RVICE

Mlnl-computeis

Porimera \ s*

Worlcstationc

Pwiaonal Comp.

Hersonai Printrs .

$>.>ftv.hr»» ( Anns . 1

Flnlcl Sarvico

iiT

3^"

.nUPfUTOR COMPETITORS

/J :

rr-i'',C ifrry.'x ' i ii .— 4—\
^

^

Su

Oc ^
v"-^ 1 1 1 ; s

/ t'l Cr^ r

— ^ ^ ' •' I -I - •
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Hr IMAGE STUDY- HAC)C 3

Ar« proOuct or aervicu lines whlwh
oo ploaco <|ivo mu tho product or xorvicc
HP's position.

Si* G- 3 c^' 5 4

2 hflvtr u*/cr.1 ooKftd? If
offering an«j your vjftu of

^ -"C ^Of L
/

^

7. WViat IS your parroptinn of HP's ourront Advftrtislng?
PleJde use tliw 1-5 scule.

ovftrai: corporato itwago? ^
Prodwet or division specific? jLmm

T)o you thinlf t.hnt r.ha msrkot. pprrfilvns >IP ».q, primarily a
huldimi cuiiipuiij* ) , Cl o full eeivluv eulutluni^t pt <.Fvi J^u'

,

( ) ? (PlesRe ehAck the appropraifeo boat?

F'Jcaac give me any othor information that you fool would bo
utcful in meeting the project objectives for Phase 1:

//P crfoct> nc-f- fcc^ "/o /-v«Av-r

~rr& rf ^ f Mi. a f S'irc-^^
j
/k 5

Than IfSt Kj)w
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KEVLSTT.PACKAPn ZKXC:; STUUV

rPOMi Denny Wnysen
TO; ToBi 0 . John McUann. j. i'.» A,

T.iurn« John heOilvaryi

i rocont.iv nlerned a dad Kind of tty^Kwineui; with McCfknn'>Srie)c«en
cerporata inago. Thl» la
slonltleaniiv Jarqar plaec
on thia qe-0 round.

to oathor iniiHfltry Impreeoionei of IIP
jnat. n SA.nnn jnb that coulfl load to
of buailuwaa, if Ihwy -lika vhac they

A copy ot tha proposal which van ajqn
My appaoBOh for thja paortlen of thy
opinions roqardlna llP’c inagn an wau
couplo Of induitry conamtants and HP
roolly hnSp »n outif you could qlvo w
tho qim*t<onn/lKS 0OR Rtatftd belov and

You can fax anything you'wa got back
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The Hewlett-Packard Response Centre

A Global Service

Hewlett-Packard (HP) is

continuing to receive the top

awards in customer satisfaction

studies run by independent

organisations. In many aspects

of service, if HP does not come
first, it is certainly unusual for

any satisfaction parameter to be

poorly rated by its users. What
more natural than that Service

Update should want to make a

visit to an HP Response Centre

a high-priority item in its 1992

calendar of such visits?

The first and most basic

concept to which the visitor is

introduced is that of the global

network. INPUT’S port of call

was HP’s U.K. Customer

Response Centre in Winnersh

outside Reading, Berkshire.

This has been the centre for all

U.K. support for almost ten

years, but is scheduled to be

relocated in the nearby U.K.

head office outside Wokingham
later in 1992. It was soon

impressed upon us that

although principally accessed

from the U.K., this Customer

Response Centre (CRC) was

one of the four major hubs of

the worldwide HP response

network. Exhibit 1 shows the

backbone structure, with two

main hubs in the USA and two

outside it.

These hubs connect to all

subsidiary response centres and

field engineering offices around

the world. All centres have

access to the same Problem

Knowledge database, so that

any customer can, with one

telephone call, be in touch with

the whole HP support resource.

The worldwide database of

fault and service information is

being accessed continuously

round the clock, and engineers

in one location are thus able to

continue to give support to a

customer even though the

customer’s local or national

centre may be closed for

business during the hours of

darkness or during a holiday.

This ability to hand on a

service call from one engineer

to another can happen without

Continued on next page
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from page 1

Exhibit 1

Hewlett-Packard’s Global Response Network
The Backbone

any inconvenience to the

customer, to whom it can be
totally transparent. In this

global network environment,

every midnight all local

components of the company’s
service database are updated to

the new day’s status in a

synchronised manner.

The Organisation

The U.K. Response Centre is

linked to Response Centres

throughout Europe, e.g., to the

equivalent centres in Germany
and France. Normally,

customers will access their

nearest national response
centre, but, depending on the

type of problem encountered,

resources will be obtained from

INPUT

the most appropriate centre of
expertise. Centres of expertise

are found spread across the

USA and Europe. For
example, tire Winnersh site is

the European centre for Novell
networking know-how and
services users in other large and
smaller countries. Another way
in which expertise can be called

up is by referral to the

engineering teams responsible

for each product or project.

Exhibit 2 illustrates the access
links needed to implement the

delivery of service expertise.

Within the U.K. organisation

there are nine separate

departments with customer
service responsibility. Some of
these operate reactively as a

function of incoming requests

for service. Others act in a

more proactive way, and some
of HP’s newer services have
been given to this second group
to deliver.

The normal task of servicing a

request filters a user’s call in

one of three directions

depending on whether it is for:

• Hardware
• Software
• Networking

Customer Support Operations
is the department that receives

incoming service calls. It has
responsibility for qualifying

calls, arranging for response to

© 1992 by INPUT. Roproducflon prohibHod. July 1992
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tliem by a person qualified to

diagnose the problem, and

finally, if an on-site call is

required, for organising the

engineer despatch calls. In

50% of cases an on-site visit is

not needed.

Engineering Services is the

department providing the

logistical support to the entire

customer service operation. It

uses the statistics gathered in

the worldwide database for

planning the spares holding,

controlling inventory and

generally doing the

housekeeping for Customer

Support.

Escalation procedures are built

into the standard user contract.

These are triggered when a

‘hot’ site criterion is exceeded,

i.e., “you are taking too much
time to repair a particular

fault.’’ The standard delay is

four hours before a site is

declared a “problem site”; after

a further four hours it becomes

a “hot” site. A problem site

manager is appointed to

produce an action plan with the

affected user. Hot sites appear

on a new database that is

available to the Response

Centre Manager. The

appointed problem site

manager is usually the local

district manager for support.

The key challenge at this

juncture is to communicate

both internally and to the

customer what needs to be done

to resolve the problem.

Processes

The procedures described

above are those typically

needed to service a hardware

fault call. These service

procedures have been

developed to handle the

standard layered hardware

maintenance services that are

e 1992 by INPUT. Reprodudion prohibHsd.

summarised in Exhibit 3.

There are, however, other

procedural routes through

which customers may be

shepherded depending on the

nature of the call.

In the software area, the

Response Centre reacts in a

similar way to the hardware

fault procedure. On receipt of a

call, the Response Centre

engineer logs it into the

database and it follows a

similar path to find the

appropriate knowledge

resource. Software teams are

organised roughly into three

areas:

• Proprietary systems—MPE
• Open systems

—

UNIX/HP-UX

• Networking

Continued on next page
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Exhibit 3

Hewlett-Packard Hardware Maintenance Service

Coverage Response

Priority Plus support

For critical applications,

multishift operations.

7 days a week.

24 hours a day.

Best response is not

more than 4 hours.

Priority support

Maximum availability

during standard

business hours and
evenings.

5 days a week.

9am - 9pm.
Best response not

more than 4 hours.

Next day support

Where your application

allows for delivery of

service the next day.

5 days a week.

9am - 5pm.
Next day
response.

Scheduled support

Economical solution if

a user has multiple PCs
or workstations and the

end users are running

less critical applications

5 days a week.

9am - 5pm.

Weekly visit,

Monday to Friday

Source: INPUT

Mixed teams allow for cross-

fertilisation of ideas to cope
with the often totally open
networking and multivendor
user simations. Software tools,

keyword searching, and on-line

documentation on CD ROM
are all used to help speed
problem resolution.

In the networking area, a new
focus has been set up over the

last 1 2 months in the Network
Operations section (see Exhibit

4). This consists of a large

mixed team that is able to

support whole networks as well
as look after the daily “nuts and
bolts” problems at the local

level. This section operates

with a customer focus across

both open and proprietary

networks of HP, Novell or other

manufacturer’s origin.

The section is able to undertake
complete FM deals for user

networks. It can support users

from the Remote Network
Support Centre at Bristol, U.K.,
which offers 24-hour network

INPUT
© 1992 by INPUT. Roprodudlon prohlbNed. July 1992
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Exhibit 4 ^ »

Hewlett-Packard—U.K. Customer Response Centre

Source: INPUT

management and full

administrative facilities,

including regular reports.

Other Sections

Another new area of proactive

support has been established

witW the last year. Tliis is the

Solution Services section,

which gives support to users

with solutions based on

important third-party products

from the independent software

sector. Products such as

INGRES and ORACLE are key

products for many of HP’s

customers and HP feels it

cannot stand aside and not

support its customers in an

integrated manner at the

application level.

This venture is of strategic

significance and has been under

way for over six months. It

involves cross-training between

HP and the independent

vendors whose products are

selected. For example, HP staff

are trained on ORACLE
products and ORACLE staff

are trained on HP software and

hardware products. It is

proving to be a key growth

activity.

HP is, of course, also a leading

vendor of peripherals, such as

plotters and ink jet and laser

printers. These products, like

HP PCs and terminals, are

normally sold through the

dealer distribution channel.

Support to dealers is the

responsibility of the VAR
Support section, which has

both reactive and proactive

components. In interactive

mode, the section handles the

day-to-day queries of the dealer

community, which have arisen

from dealers’ users. In

proactive mode, the section is

on the lookout for quality

support issues and for training

requirements that may arise

Continued on next page
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among the dealers themselves.

The section also supports

certain of HP’s major users on
a second-line basis, where these

have opted for self-service in

the desktop services area.

People and Technology

Response Centre engineers

have account responsibilities as

well as product line expertise.

HP is building towards

increasingly proactive

“relationship support” in which
evaluation of user comments,
understanding how a user’s

network supports that user’s

business processes, and in-

depth industry knowledge all

play a part in retaining that

account for repeat business.

Most engineers have had a

good technical training and
background before joining HP.
Many have extensive

experience with HP user

companies; a smaller number
have joined HP directly after

finishing their education. Key
skills sought are:

• Good technical knowledge
• Good approach to problem

resolution

The culture of the Response
Centre is designed to reward
the team effort. To this end,

management is constantly

monitoring processes and
effectiveness, seeking through
both internal and external

contacts to foster “best

practice.” One technique is to

employ staff on exchange
periods, i.e., engineers swap

places with colleagues from
other countries. This is found
to stimulate new and improved
practices.

Future Trends

HP is going to be using more
workstation technology of its

own manufacture to make the

organisation more efficient.

For example, the increasing use
of CD ROM readers attached

to engineers’ workstations has
two obvious advantages:

• Compared with storing

documentation on disk or

tape, the physical storage

space used by archiving on
CD ROM is an order of
magnitude less.

• The need to update by
throwing away the previous

CD ROM version (since the

physical disk cannot be
written on again) means that

there is much less likelihood

of getting muddled between
succeeding generations of
software.

BSI accreditation, which HP
has already obtained, is seen as

essential for a 1990s service

operation. The pace of change
is felt to be increasing, and the

challenge is to evolve to meet
user needs in the most cost-

effective way. Exhibit 5

summarises INPUT’S
assessment of the major
characteristics of the HP
service operation that are

leading it to perform so

consistently well in the eyes of
its user base.

Exhibit 5

Key Reasons for HP’s Service Accolades

• Global response coverage

• Traditional workmanlike approach

- Hardware

- Software

- Networking

• Pursuit of excellence in an
harmonious environment

Source: INPUT
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News
from the USA

Kodak Case Finally Gets
a Ruling

growing reliance on income

from this market.On June 8, the U.S. Supreme
Court ruled that the

Eastman Kodak
Company must stand

trial on ^legations that it

tried to monopolize the

market for servicing its

photocopying and

micrographics

equipment and hoped to

drive smaller service

competitors out of

business.

The decision, which permits a

lawsuit by a group of

independent service companies

to go forward, was a surprising

move by a conservative court

against the University of

Chicago school of economic

theory, beloved of the Reagan
and Bush administrations. It

upholds competition in the

$100 billion aftermarket in

service and replacement parts

for everything from autos to

computers, and hence could

threaten many manufacturers’

The dispute dates back to 1985,

when Kodak began limiting the

availability of parts for its high-

volume copiers and

micrographics machines. The

Rochester (NY) giant allegedly

told customers they could get

replacement parts only if they

agreed not to use outside

service companies.

Reopening the issue of

how manufacturers may
treat third-party

maintenance companies,

the U.S. Supreme Court

ruled against Eastman

Kodak Co. on a six to

three vote, affirming a

federal appeals court

ruling reinstating an

antitrust lawsuit filed

against Kodak in 1987 by 18

independent companies that

repair Kodak copiers and

printers. The 18 charged that

Kodak violated federal antitrust

law by refusing to sell

replacement parts to owners of

Kodak equipment unless they

agreed not to do business with

Continued on nextpage
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News from the USA
. .

.
from page 7

independent repair and service

companies. K^ak contended
that it does not have sufficient

control over the market for

copiers and microfilm printers

to be able to engage in anti-

competitive practices that

inflate the price of repair

services. Briefs in support of
Kodak were filed by ^e
Computer and Business

Equipment Manufacturers’

Association and a number of
manufacturers, including

Unisys, Digital Equipment,

Hewlett-Packard, Prime and
Wang.

Kodak and its industry

supporters argued that because
there was vigorous competition

in the sale of the equipment
itself, the company could not

Justice Blackmun ruled

otherwise. His majority

opinion noted that while the

efficient market theory may
hold true in a perfect world, in

reality customers often could
not afford the high cost of

switching vendors to save on
service. He also said that

Image Tech and other plaintiff

companies had provided

enough evidence of a separate

aftermarket in Kodak service

and had raised serious

questions about whether Kodak
had tried to thwart its

competitors in the market.

The ruling could revive

pending cases against other

electronic equipment makers,

ignite new ones and hearten

efforts by independent spare-

parts makers to broaden the

availability of generic

replacements parts, such as for

cars damaged in accidents.

and others have come to rely

more on service for cash flow
as a bulwark against declining

profits from equipment sales.

Wang, for example, obtained

42% of its $2 billion in 1991
sales from services. Other
system vendors typically

achieve gross profit margins of
40% to 50% on servicing.

Now the fear is that they may
have to turn over closely

guarded, proprietary diagnostic

software and training materials

to independent competitors.

After the dust settles, the

court’s ruling will set the stage

for a new relationship between
manufacturers and third-party

service companies. For users

and consumers, the decision is

likely to result in lower prices

for service.

INPUT comment: It is ironic that this decision should come for

computer maintenance organisations at a time when the reliability of

new electronic equipment threatens to shrink the equipment
maintenance sector drastically over the next decade. Nevertheless,

spare parts will remain a key component of repair costs.

exert monopolistic power over

the market for service and parts

of the equipment. In an
efficient market, Kodak said,

buyers would stop purchasing

equipment from companies that

priced too high.

The decision also imperils the

increasing reliance by big

manufacturers on revenues

from service and repair. As
sales of capital goods have
slowed in the sluggish global

economy, computer vendors

INPUT
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ADP increases Its U.S.

Portfolio of Business Services

Automatic Data Processing

Inc. (ADP) of Roseland,

New Jersey ,
has acquired

Independent Election

Corporation of America, a Lake

Success, New York distributor

of annual reports and proxy

materials, with revenues of $60

million a year.

INPUT comment'. ADP was

one of the first processing and

network services companies to

move outside the computer

industry and start to offer

complete business services

such as payroll processing.

This move to add information

delivery to its service portfolio

is indicative of a growing trend

to combine information and

service as individual packaged

offerings.

More recently, ADP completed

acquisition of the assets and

liabilities of the Business

Services Division of

BankAmerica Corporation,

paying about $200 million in

cash. The services company
gets the payroll processing and

payroll tax filing business of

the unit, as well as an ongoing

marketing relationship. The
Business Services Division

services some 17,000 clients,

bringing in $125 million in

annual revenues.

SNI Moving into Systems
Integration

iemens Nixdorf

Informationssysteme AG
(SNI) has formed the Siemens

Nixdorf Systems Integration

Group in Burlington,

Massachusetts, with a

particular focus on network

integration services.

July 1992 e 1992 by INPUT. Reproducllon prohibited.
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News
from Europe

Raytheon Data Logic Offers Mix ‘n’ Match
Network and Communications Services

A new range of independent

network services is being

offered by a newly launched

division of Lexington,

Massachusetts-based Raytheon
Company, Data Logic

Communication Services

Limited. The division was
created by the merger of

Harrow, Middlesex, U.K.-
based Data Logic Limited’s

personal computer
maintenance and support

operations with Raytheon
Communications, a

telecommunications and
network infrastructure

specialist.

Initially set up in November
1991, it is a wholly owned
subsidiary of Raytheon, has

170 employees and is run by
Peter Murray, the former

director of European service

for Data Logic.

Communication Services,

based in Harlow, Essex, claims
that its strength lies in being
able to offer an integrated

range of network services in a

INPUT

multivendor environment,

while project managing them
from one point.

Covering data networking and
telecommunications, the

package has been called

Netsure. It is aimed at medium
to large-scale companies
wanting to move away from
service “lock-ins” and is said to

offer tailor-made services to

meet specific information

technology requirements.

Users can take up or drop
different elements of the

services offered according to

need, the company says.

Netsure is said to cover all

aspects of network operations.

including initial design,

consultancy, implementation,

maintenance and support, as

well as complete facilities

management of personal

computer-based and networked
computing operations if

required.

Communication Services

claims to be working for the

customer in parmership with

manufacturers and value-added

resellers to provide the most
cost-effective solution. Two
recent clients are Woking,
Surrey-based Hogg Robinson
pic, the travel and insurance

group, and London-based
Coopers & Lybrand, one of the

big management consultancies.

Average contract value ranges

from £200,000 to £1 million.

INPUT comment: Data Logic
has structured its offering to

maximise the

comprehensiveness of the

service while at the same time
ensuring that the less profitable

components are outsourced.
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BA Systems Struck Twice
by Lightning

B ritish Airways’ IT staff

spent time in June

clearing up storm damage, after

lightning struck twice at the

airline’s Heathrow base.

Electrical storms that swept

across southern England at the

beginning of the month played

havoc with BA’s aircraft-

tracking, cargo-handling and

seat-planning systems, a

spokesman for the company
reported.

• Cargo networks were thrown

into temporary chaos when
BA’s Heathrow computer

room was hit by lightning,

causing static damage to

systems.

• The airline’s global aircraft

tracking system, FIND, fell

victim to the weather when a

second bolt of lightning

struck anotlier building at

the airport.

• Water and debris also

crashed onto the airline’s

PC-based seat-reservation

planning system. Cobra,

after a flat roof collapsed

under two inches of rain

during the storms. PCs were

damaged by the collapse, but

the network kept going.

Engineers from BA’s Field

Systems Services maintenance

and support arm were on duty

throughout the night during the

week to limit damage and

restore communications as the

storm lashed the airport.

INPUT comment: Networked

systems, being inherently more

extensive than simple

standalone data centres, will

increasingly need the same

levels of protection that users

are now providing for their

major host centres. Network

disaster recovery is a subject to

which users will no doubt need

to refer in the coming months

and years.

Snippets

IBM U.K. Limited has announced price

rises on most software and services by an

average of 6% to 9%. More detail will be

provided next month.

Following its acquisition of BICC Data

Networks, 3COM Corporation has opened

a new pan-European support centre in

Birmingham, U.K. dedicated solely to the

support of data networking products. It

has 45 support employees.

Bull’s U.K. network and cabling services

group has won a £300,000 contract to

install structured cabling systems and a

local-area network in Scottish Nuclear’s

East Kilbride headquarters.

July 1992 C 1992 by INPUT. Reproduction problbUod.
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About INPUT

INPUT is a worldwide consulting and market research firm uniquely focused on the
information technology services and software markets. Executives in many techni-
cally advanced companies in Europe, North America, and Japan rely on INPUT for
data, objective analysis, and insightful opinions to support their business plans,
market assessments, and technology directions. By leveraging INPUT'S consider-
able knowledge and expertise, clients make informed decisions more quickly, and
benefit by saving on the cost of internal research.

Since 1974, INPUT has compiled the most extensive research base available on the
worldwide information services market and its key segments, providing detailed
market forecasts, vertical industry sector analysis and forecasts and analysis of
vendor strategies and products. INPUT delivers specific expertise in the fast chang-
ing areas of outsourcing, systems integration, EDI/electronic commerce, software
development/CASE, and on the impact of downsizing.

Consulting services are provided by more than 50 professionals in major interna-
tional business centers. Clients retain INPUT for custom consulting/proprietary
research, subscription-based continuous advisory programs, merger/acquisition
analysis and user satisfaction surveys.

Most clients have retained INPUT continuously for a number of years, providing
testimony to INPUT'S consistent delivery of high-value solutions to complex busi-
ness problems. To find out how your company can leverage INPUT'S market
knowledge and experience to gain a competitive edge, call us today.

INPUT OFFICES

International

London—INPUT LTD.
Piccadilly House
33/37 Regent Street

London SVVIY 4NF, England
Tel. (071) 493-9335 Fax (071) 629-0179

Parifr—INPUT SARL
24, avenue du Recteur Poincare
75016 Paris, France
Tel. (1) 46 47 65 65 Fax (1) 46 47 69 50

Frankfurt—INPUT LTD.
Sudetenstrasse 9
W-6306 Langgbns-Niederkleen, Germany
Tel. 0 6447-7229 Fax 0 6447-7327

Tokyo—INPUT KK
Saida Building, 4-6

Kanda Sakuma-cho, Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo 101, Japan
Tel. (03) 3864-0531 Fax (03) 3864-4114

North America

San Francisco

1280 Villa Street

Mountain View, CA 94041-1194
Tel. (415) 961-3300 Fax (415) 961-3966

New York
Atrium at Glenpointe
400 Frank W. Burr Blvd.

Teaneck, NJ 07666
Tel. (201) 801-0050 Fax (201) 801-0441

Washington, D.C.
1953 Gallows Road, Suite 560
Vienna, VA 22182
Tel. (703) 847-6870 Fax (703) 847-6872
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Name
Title

Company

Addrcs.s

City/State/Zip:

Telephone:

HEWLETT PACKARD IMAGE STUDY
Interview Guide

ferf 0-

Bother information on your perceptions of Hewlett Packard as a participant in the

f
It would be greatly appreciated if yog could provide us with the

s to a few- hriftf questions to assist us in getting your impressions regarding HP's overall

classes or products and service offerings, and any other
thoughts you might have, regarding HP's panicipation in the market

1.0 The fcJloMnng five terms descrihe ways in which HP and other companies in the industry
might be characlci ized On a scale of I - 5 please give me your impression of the degree
to wbch the term applies to HP. (1 = Not applicable, 5 = Very applicable)

3— Sy sterns Company Gl^rdwai cASoftware)

JL Sarviccs Company

5^ Hardwaie Manufacturer —

2,0

Instrument Manufacturer
"

L. Solution Provider - ,

Using the same I to s scale to what degree to you perceive HP to have a single image in
the market place?

'/n

/•_ £. CiJ/

2.1 What would you say that HP's overall image is?

YWMAC - Inicrvicw Guide
1 Cor^idential - INPUT
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3.0 HP like otl.tr major industry. player's panicipate.. in a variety of vertical and cross-industry
r^ikets. I d like you to list each vertical or cro.w-indiistry' market where you believe thatnr has a significant position. For each one. I'd like you comments as to what HP
products or services help give HP a good market position.

Market

~7WI-~

comments
,

t£k^/(s3l f..

3.1 Do you have any other commcnls on HP's position in vertical or cross-industry markets'’

4,0

4.1

5 0

On a scale of I to ,S how would you rate HP's image with regard to quality?

What products or services would you say give them that quality rating? (Good or Bad.)

Could you please give me your view on how you believe the Industry rafe.s HP again.sr its

.^Unge^rs in each of the following categories of product or services, (I = Low. 5 =
High) 1 11 also like your impression of which of HP's competitors have superior offerings
in each category.

Rate

:si.

j—

Product/.Service Comn^nts on Competitors
Mini Computers £(^crx>)
PerioheralsPeripherals

Workstations

PCs

Printers/Dcsk

Software

Field Service

iJC£ .Stjsu^
)

‘rwMAC - imer-'iesv Guide 2 Cor\fidcnttal • INPUT
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5. 1 Are there products or services that I failed to list that you would like to comment on? If

so, please rate and describe them below.

Rate Pi^duct7Strviee Comments on Coiijpetllois^

-M— ^
M.— .

6.0 What is your perception of HP's current corporate level advertising In t^rms of conveying

a company identify or image? (Please use the 1 to 5 scale. 1 = Ineffective, 5 - Very
effective.) .

6 1 What is your perception of HP's pioduwt or division specific advertising? (Please use the

same rating scale as above.)

^
~/Ui

7 0 Do you believe that the market perceives HP as primarily a holding compajiy or ft provider

of integrated solutions? Please check the appropriate box below,

Holding Company

Q Integrated Solution Provider

8.0 Please give me any other information that you think might be relevant to evaluating HP's

image in the iiifoiiiialion services market place.

Thank you for your cooperation. Your responses w'ill be kept in strictest confidence and will

make a valuable contribution to this study.

YWMAC • Inicrview Quide Conjldential • INPUT
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Interview Guide

Name
Title

Company
Address

City/State/Zip: ,Q / —

•

Telephone:

We are trying to gather information on your perceptions of Hewlett Packard as a

participant in the information services industry. It would be greatly appreciated ifyou

could provide us with the answers to a few brief questions to assist us in getting your

impressions regarding HP's overall image, your viewpoints on some specific classes of

products and service offerings, and any other thoughts you might have regarding HP's

participation in the market.

1 .0 The following five terms describe ways in which HP and other companies in the

industry might be characterized. On a scale of 1 - 5 please give me your

impression of the degree to which the term applies to HP. (1 = Not applicable, 5 =

Very applicable)

Systems Company (Hardware/Soflware)

Services Company
Hardware Manufacturer

Instrument Manufacturer

Solution Provider —

2.0 Using the same 1 to 5 scale, to what degree to you perceive HP to have a single

image in the marketplace?

o?

2. 1 What would you say that HP's overall image is?

/ y - x: ' y v ./i. n





3.0 HP, like other major industry players, participates in a variety of vertical and cross-

industry markets. I'd like you to list each vertical or cross-industry market where

you believe that HP has a significant position. For each one, I'd like your

comments as to what HP products or services help give HP a good market

position.

Market Comments

3.1 Do you have any other comments on HP's position in vertical or cross-industry

market^

4.0 On a scale of 1 to 5 how would you rate HP's image with regard to quality?

What products or services would you say give them it quality rating? (Good or

Bad.)

4.1





5.0 Could you please give me your view on how you believe the industry rates HP
against its competitors in each of the following categories of product or services?

(1 = Low, 5 = High) I'd also like your impression of which of HP's competitors

have superior offerings in each category.

Product/Service Comments on Competitors

PCs

Printers/Desk

Software

Oda WLr)TJbr.r Si .'y

Field Services





5. 1 Are there products or services that I failed to list that you would like to comment
on? If so, please rate and describe them below.

Rate Product/Service Comments on Competitors

6.0

What is your perception of HP's current corporate-level advertising in terms of

conveying a company identify or image? (Please use the 1 to 5 scale, 1
=

Ineffective, 5 = Very effective.)

6. 1 What is your perception of HP's product or division specific-advertising? (Please

use the same rating scale as above.)

7.0

Do you believe that the market perceives HP as primarily a holding company or a

of integrated solutions? Please check the appropriate box below.

13 lidding Company
[3^ Integrated Solution Provider

8.0

Please give me any other information that you think might be relevant to evaluating

HP's image in the information services marketplace.

jry\/ .y: o
/-yw C/^ <

Thank you for your cooperation. Your responses will be kept in strictest confidence and

will make a valuable contribution to this study.

C^S/C ' ^ _ V'V 6 0 5(A/
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